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The Da y 
· .  
astern News 
will be wjndy and mild with a 60 per­
cent chance of showers and 
thunderstorms, high 65 to 70 
degrees. 
Eeatern llllnol1 UnlMl'llty I Chllrl•ton, Ill. 11120 I Vol. II, No. 191 Two Sectlona, 31 P�gea 
wlanguage 
quirements 
be reviewed 
1drey B. Dumentat 
tern undergraduate students could face a 
· language requirement in the future. 
e Task Force on International Education decid­
ednesday the issue should be included when 
lines for internationalizing Eastern's cur­
m are discussed, Task Force Chairman 
gang Schlauch said . 
owever, he added even if the task force decides to 
rt a foreign language requirement, it probably 
d not be implemented for several semesters. 
October 1979, the Council on Academic Affairs 
ssed the possibility of instituting a foreign. 
age requirement for Eastern students, but the 
sal was defeated by the CAA that November. 
ost all other universities in Illinois have some 
of language requirement, Gerald Carr, German 
ctor and task force member, said . 
fore· a foreign language requirement could be 
lemented at Eastern,  the proposal would have to 
approved by the Council on Academic Affairs and 
rn Presient Daniel E. Marvin. 
In other business, task force members decided to 
two subcommittees to study the various areas 
international education . 
0 Tannenbaum 
Several students , who are employees of Booth 
Library, gathered in the north entrance foyer Tues­
day to decorate a 30-foot Christmas tree. The 
library provided the tree, as well as a large 
Christmas wreath, to help students keep in festive 
spirits while studying for final exams. (News photo 
by Beth Lander) 
One subcommittee will deal with the possibility of 
reign language requirement, the internatio11aliza­
of the curriculum and the revival of the study 
d programs, Schlauch said . Seminar enrollments on upswing 
the other subcommittee will study the ad- . by Nancy Bridges . 
· "strative structure, exchange programs for faculty Enrollment in the newly instituted senior seminars 
ways of attracting more foreign students to has been low this semester, but Eastern officials said 
tern, he added. Tuesday enrollment will rise. as students who are re-
The task force, one of four university-wide quired to take a seminar reach senior status. . emic planning committees , was set up by Stanley All students who entered Eastern in summer 
es, vice-president for �cademic affairs, to provide semester 1981 or later are required to take a senior 
'delines and suggestions for Eastern's curriculum. seminar, Stephen Whitley, coordinator of the senior 
tudents to complete 
erly enrollment soon 
Amy Iglehart . 
Students who preregistered for spring semester will 
to complete early enrollment beginning Monday 
the Union Ballroom. 
To complete early enrollment, students must bring 
student ID and tuition' and fee payments . 
Total tuition and service fees for full-time students 
o are Illinois residents will be $561.60 for lower­
. ion undergraduates (freshmen and sophomores); 
8S.60 for upper-division undergraduates (juniors 
seniors); and $627.60 for graduate students. 
Students may report to register anytime after their 
eduled· time, but not before. The deadline for 
pleting early enrollment is 3:30 p.m. Thursday. 
Failure to complete early enrollment will result in 
llation of scheduled spring classes . 
The registration schedule is determined according 
the first letter of a student's  last name. 
seminars, said . The prerequisite for the seminars is 75 
semester hours , he added . 
Currently, about 10 students are enrolled in each· 
of the four seminars being offered, Whitley said . 
Stanley Rives, vice president for academic affairs, 
said he was not satisfied with the enrollment, but ad· 
ded that enrollment will rise as the students who are 
required to take a seminar obtain the required hours .. 
Rives said he and other officials involved with the 
seminars are gaining experience and preparing for the 
" onslaught" of students in the 1984-85 school year, 
which is when the students who are required to take 
the seminar will become seniors. 
Jon Laible, dean of the School of Arts and 
sciences, said he supports the idea of "broadening" 
students' curriculum through the seminars . " It's a 
good concept, "  he said. 
Because the seminar is required to be outside 
students' majors, "everyone has the same disadvan-
tage or advantage, "  he added. 
· 
Four senior seminars have been offered this fall , 
Whitley said.  They are titled "Art as an Image 
Maker , "  "In Search of the Ideal· Education, "  
''Technology in Society' '  and ''Impact o f  Biology on 
Society. "  
The seminars do not rely only on textbooks, 
"It is difficult to prediCt exactly what will be covered 
in the discussion, ' '  he said. 
However, Darling said the discussion format is one 
of the strong points of the seminars. ''Discussion can 
go in any direction the students want it to, "  she said. 
Darling said she supports the concept behind the 
seminars. "It  is very good for people in science, for 
example, to learn about art." 
Frank Trocki, who teaches "Technology in Socie­
ty, "  said the class was "very enjoyable, the students 
give a different perspective." . 
Some stuoents taking the seminars had a positive 
impression of the new requirement, although they are 
taking the seminars as electives rather than as re­
quirements. 
Jim Wolff, a marketing major , is enrolled in the 
biology seminar. "It teaches you a lit:le bit more 
about things you wouldn't  know about , "  he said 
The seminar uses articles from magai.:nes su:::h as 
"Newsweek" and "Science Weekly," Wolff saiu. · 
Jackie O' Brien, an administrative office man11ge­
ment major enrolled in "Technology in Sociecy '' 
said she liked the discussion format because ''we got 
a lot of feedback from everybody else and could se; 
. other people's  viewpoints." 
To preserve the informal discussion, she suggested 
seminars should have a set limit on the number of 
· (See SEMINAR, page 7) 
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Janina Darling, who teaches "Art as an Image 
Maker , "  said her class uses library books instead of 
textbooks. ''The course is too diversified for any one 
textbook, "  she added. 
Whitley, who teaches " Impact of Biology on 
Society, ' '  said one of the problems he found with the 
seminars was with vocabulary. 
Because the students enrolled in his seminar are 
from majors other than biology, they are unfamiliar 
with some of the terminology, he said. In discus­
sions, terms come up unexpectedly, he added. 
Yuletide cheer 
It's almost here--Christmas. Like a reward for 
surviving final exams, Christmas break is just 
around the corner. 
But before you pack up and rush home for the 
holidays , check out the The Dally Eastern News 
Christmas supplement for helpful shopping tips, 
delectable holiday recipes and special events in 
·Charleston. 
Whitley �id he also had some difficulty plan,ning 
the course in detai_I because of the discussion format. &iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil 
{ 
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Associated Press 
News Round-Up 
Thom.pson wants hikes, control 
to solve decline in tax revenues 
Reagan vows support for Brazil 
BRASILIA, Brazil-President Reagan , armed with a deci­
,.J('n to ei."l<e the impact of U.S. sugar quotas on the ailing 
r·can;ian economy, plunged into sensitive talks Wednesday 
wi1 h Brazil's chief executive and emerged pledging renewed 
U.S. st· Ppon 
"We irn.ve (·ome to �ome agreements about futur � coopera­
tion,·' ::· :' .gan ruld reporters afkr a 90-minute conference 
'' .;h Bra1i!ia11 Presidem Joao Baptista Figueiredo at the 
•=-a1a,::l, do Pianalt,), the modernistic presidential palace . .  
Adviser: man's future looks dim 
CHA1VlPAIG'l', Ill.-The "future of mankind looks dim" 
unless the United Statl'S and the Soviet Union negotiate a 
nudear arms redu;:tion treaty, according to a former science 
!dviser to three A ierican presidents . 
Wolfgang Pan, r'sky told a University of lllinois audience 
ruesday that the wNld is in danger if leaders believe there 
:ould be limited nuclear warfare. 
SPRINGFIELD, III . , (AP)-Gov. James R .  
Thompson will ask the Illinois General Assembly 
to raise liquor taxes and give him broad budget­
cutting authority to keep the state financially 
afloat , it was diclosed Wednesday. 
In a letter to Democratic state Senate President 
Philip J. Rock of Oak Park , Thompson said the 
emergency legislation is needed so officials can 
cope with a sharp decline in estimated tax 
revenue. 
Recent estimates from the Legislation's  
Economic and Fiscal Commision are nearly $200 
million· below previous Thompson administra­
tion figures on how much money the state will 
collect this year for its $8 .2  billion general fund . 
In seeking to make up the $200 million short­
fall, Thompson told Rock he planned to ask 
lawmakers to boost liquor taxes , A move he said 
would bririg $ 1 2  million into th� state treasury 
this fiscal year . 
· 
The govenor also told the Senate Dem 
leader in the letter that he wants to speed up 
Iection of utility. taxes for an extra $34 · 
this year . 
In addition, Thompson said he will 
authority-unprecedented in Illinois-to cut 
budget appproved by the legislation. 
A Democratic Senate staff ·source, who 
not to be named, said Thompson would use 
power to trim the $14 .2  billion budget 2 pe 
across-the-board . 
The bulk of those cuts could be expected 
come in education and welfare, which make 
the maj or protion of generai funds spending. 
In his Jetter to Rock , the governor threatned 
call the Legislation back into special session 
d eal with the budget crisis if the special meas 
are not approved . 
Thompson's  letter , dated today, was rel 
by Democratic staff aides. 
Officials in teamsters case meet 
CHICAGO-U. S .  District Judge Prentice H. MarshaJI 
huddled in private with lawyers in the Teamsters bribery­
conspiracy trial Wednesday then called off the morning ses­
sion of the proceedings.  
Hotels offer blizzard insurance 
1 here was no Indication what the private talks were about 
or why the trial was recessed until the afternoon.  
Fire kills children, mom escapes 
DECATUR, IIl .-Three children died early Wednesday in 
a house fire, authorities said . 
Killed were Barbara Taylor , 1 6; her 1 5-year-old brother, 
Philip, and her 3-year-old brother, Tony . 
Five others in the house, including the mother, Lucille 
Taylor, escaped unharmed . 
The small frame home, valued at $ 1 1 ,000, was destroyed . 
CHICAGO, .(AP)-Commuters who may be 
stranded downtown by big snows this winter can 
get in from out of the cold with hotel offers of 
blizzard insurance, having a "St .  Bernard's 
Special" or getting a free room with an overcoat 
purchase. 
The Richmont Hotel offers a snow-flaky $49 
insurance policy covering the months of 
December through March . 
"Commuters who can' t  get home will be 
guaranteed a room on each and every night when 
six inches of snow have fallen in an eight-hour 
period , ' '  says general manager Micheal Harney. 
"If it doesn't  snow enough all winter; the 
policyholder can apply the $49 later tow 
room the regular single rate is $66 . ' '  
Harney said Tuesday he already has sold 
policies . 
Carly Ostrinder, a forecast for the Nati 
Weather Service in suburban Rosemont , poi 
out that only once in the December thr 
March period last year was the level of six in 
of snow exceeded in a day. 
The Ambassador East is offering a "St. 
nard Special" for $72 per night-a figure ch 
because 72 degrees is the average wi 
temperature in Honolulu . 
Couple found slain in basement 
ELMHURST, Ill .-An Elmhurst couple was found stabb­
eci to death in their home , and their son is being held in 
Missouri on two warrants charging him with murder. . 
Tylenol suspect in padded cell 
The· bodies of Russell and Leona Johnson were found 
Tuesday morning in the basement of their home . Their son, 
Kurt R. Johnson, 32, was arrested Tuesday afternoon by 
Missouri Highway Patrol officers who spotted him driving 
along Interstate 70 west of Columbia in central Missouri . He 
offered no resistance, said Patrol Sgt. Kenneth Campbell . 
NASA finds faults in space suits 
SPACE CENTER, Houston-NASA engineers have ten­
tatively concluded that an oxygen pressure regulator in one 
iailed space suit was improperly assembled and that the 
breakdown of a high-speed fan in a second suit was a 
"fluke," sources say . 
If the conclusions are true the problem with the suits should 
be easily corrected , clearing the way of a spacewalk on the 
sixth shuttle flight ,  now scheduled for late January, the 
source told the Associated Press. 
LOS ANGELES, (AP)-Kevin John Master­
son , the mechanic held for questioning in the 
seven Chicago-area Tylenol poisonings,  spent the 
night in  a padded cell after becoming enraged, 
smashing his toilet and scuffling with a jailer , 
police said today. 
Masterson "got rather' emotionally upset 
because a few of the other prisoners were talking 
about" his possible connection to the seven 
cyanide deaths police spokesman Lt . Dan Cook 
said .  
Masterson later was transfered to the county 
criminal courts building to await Municipal 
Court arraignment on an unrelated Illinois 
charge of marij uana possession; Cooke said . 
Masterson,  3 5 ,  surrendered for questioning in 
the Tylenol case Monday and was expected to· 
waive extradition and submit to a lie detector test 
Charleston Office 
· Supplies 
Joe Bieber 
Grill & Deli 
Baked 
Potato Bar 
$1.59 
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Happy Twenty-Two 
To You 
Identification Statement 
in Illinois . 
He was sought by Chicago authorities beca 
of statements he allegedly made about the s 
deaths from cyanide-tainted capsules of Ex 
Strength Tylenol . 
Joseph F .  McQuaid,  and Jeff Hayes, t 
special agents with the Illinois Division 
Criminal Investigation,  questioned Maste 
Tuesday night, Cook said .  
"I  think I understand i t , .  yes ," the san 
haried Masterson said as the j udge allowed · 
to read through the formal waiver he had j 
signed . 
"Once again,  do you waive extradition?" 
ed Municipal Court Judge Micheal A. Tyran. 
" Yes , "  replied Masterson, wearing a bro 
open-neck T-shirt . 
Happy 21 st 
"Danny" 
Do it up 
right! 
Love, 
Carrie, Maria, 
Jeri 
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ubernatorial recount 
Stevenson gains votes in Coles County 
BOG delegates 
seeks privilege 
of student vote Len Krasnowski After a 1 3-precinct recount of votes 
t in the Nov. 2 gubernatorial elec-
n in Coles County Tuesday, 
ocratic challenger Adlai Stevenson 
· ed 14 votes, although the recount · 
termed unofficial . 
The discovery ballot recount is 
igned to.find if a statewide recount 
necessary to determine the winner in 
closely-contested race for the Illinois 
vernor' s  office .  
Joe Connelly , Coles  C ounty 
ocratic committee chairman, said 
hough the recount showed Steven­
n gaining votes , he will not be given 
dit for those votes unless the Illinois 
preme Court agrees to a statewide 
ount.  
·Bill Paris , Charleston attorney and 
participant in the recount, said Steven­
son's  troop will analyze the results of 
the discovery recount and bring the 
results to the Supreme Court to receive 
permission for a statewide recount. 
"This is just an attempt to get infor­
mation to base a lawsuit on, "  Paris 
said . · 
Paris .said if the . I llinois Supreme 
Court agrees there should be a recount, 
Stevenson will have to ·pay approx­
imately $ 1 . 5  million for the recalcula­
tion . 
Stevenson chose 56 out of 1 02 coun­
ties in the state for the discovery re­
count· and Paris believes "it will be a 
long time before we know anything . "  
Elmer Goetz,  Coles  . C ounty 
Republican party chairman, said he 
thought the discovery recount in Coles 
County did not help Stevenson' s  
chances for getting a statewide re­
count . . 
With the gubernatorial votes from 
Coles County going five to three in 
favor of Thompson,· if any errors were 
found, chances are they' would be on a 
Republican ballot , Connelly said. 
Goetz and Paris said they found very 
few mistakes in the discovery recount. 
. Paris said he thought Stevenson 
chose Coles County because it is one of 
the bigger counties downstate and 
"Thompson won it." 
Connelly and Goetz agreed, Goetz 
adding that Thompson "picked heavily 
Republican precincts for the recount . "  
by. Michael Kuo 
and Linda Wagner . 
Student representatives on Illinois 
governing education boards currently 
do not have voting privileges, but 
Board of Governors' representatives 
said the student delegates should be in­
volved in the voting process. 
Student representatives from the 
four other schools controlled by the 
BOG. visited Eastern's  Student Senate 
at its last meeting of the semester 
Wednesday. 
nion set to stage dinner and concert 
In an interview during the meeting, 
several BOG representatives said they 
should ha,ve voting privileges , but 
disagreed on whether each student 
representative on each board should 
have a vote or whether student board 
members should be allowed one collec­
tive vote on each board . y Kathy Roesler 
Imagine spending this Christmas 
on in the magical court of King Ar­
ur, dining on mutton and cider in the 
ties of noblemen and dancing with 
ne lords and ladies in banquet halls 
filled witQ. yuletide music . 
Each year for two evenings , the 
arm and festivity of the Renaissance 
are again brought to life at Eastern as 
e Union and the music department 
present the annual Christmas Madrigal 
Dinner and Concert . 
Eastern's  eighth annual Madrigal 
Dinner will be presented at 6 :30 p . m .  
Thursday, Friday and Saturday in' the 
Union Grand Ballroom, Robert E .  
Snyder of  the music department said . 
Snyder noted the purpose of the din­
ner "is to help people prepare for a 
meaningful celebration of Christmas 
by enjoying beautiful music that is in-
rspersed between the courses of a 
festive dinner. ' '  
· 
Guests to the dinner concert will 
"dine royally" on food prepared by 
the Union staff, Snyder said . Diners 
will be seated and served at tables for 
parties of six, eight or 12 to be reserved 
ahead of time according to group . 
(Ms/Jr Sizes) 
Calvin Klein s24ee 
Gloria Vanderbilt s29e5 
(black, blue) 
Jordache *2750 
Lee s29e5 Zena *26ee 
Rumble Seat *1 gee 
Brief Cases (leather) 
Reduced 20% 
gpeQ�aQ 
cAttgeQ 
The menu will include a main course 
of chicken chasseur with broiled 
potatoes . Beef barley soup, tossed· 
salad, vegetables in butter sauce and 
homemade French bread will also be 
served, accompanied by mulled cider, 
coffee and iced tea. The meal will end 
with bread pudding topped with hot 
lemon.sauce. 
Between each course, diners will be 
entertained' by the Eastern Chamber 
Singers under the direction of John 
Maharg . The singers, an Eastern group 
chosen by audition at the beginning of 
the year, will wear costumes designed 
to match the medieval styles worn 
when madrigals were first performed, 
Snyder said . 
The Chamber Singers will then ·fill 
the hall with both traditional madrigal 
songs and familiar yuletide carols and 
will dance several Renaissance period 
dances while inviting the diners to j oin 
OPEN: 
Mon . thru Fri . 9:30-7:30 
Saturday 9:30-5:30 
Sunday Noon-4:00 
� r•-i 1 51 2 "A" Street  - =-=----'(West of McDonald's) 
them in song from time to time. 
An ins trumental  consort  o f  
recorders and strings directed b y  Jeri 
Hughes of the music department will 
also play at- various times during the 
evening and will accompany the singers 
as they dance . 
In keeping with the Rennaissance 
theme of the evening, a jester wll ap­
pear as an unofficial master of 
ceremonies . 
In past years , the dinner-concert. has 
attracted over 1 ,000 diners at a time, 
Snyder said . . 
Tickets for this year' s  Madrigal din­
ner are on sale for $ 12 .95 per person 
and may be reserved in person at the 
Union Box Office or by mail . Any 
questions may be answered by calling 
. 581-5 122. 
The charge for the Madrigal dinner­
concert is to cover the non-musical 
portion of the program. Also built into 
this year' s  Madrigal ticket price is a 
donation to a scholarship fund created 
to attract a talented music students to 
Eastern, Snyder said . 
The program is billed as a gift by the 
students to the university and the com­
munity . 
Matt Glover , Eastern ' s  BOG 
representative, said proposing legisla­
tion to get student votes on governing 
boards is a difficult task because of the 
"different personalities" of each 
board in Illinois .  
But Glover said he believes student 
delegates on the BOG should be allow­
ed one collective vote. 
Tim Janes, Western Illinois Univer­
sity's  BOG representative, said he talk­
ed to a state senator who was "certain 
that proposed legislation to give 
students on governing ·boards one col­
lective vote would at least get out of 
committee. " 
In other business, the senate approv­
ed changes in the proposed bylaws for 
the Student Publications Board· after 
hearing a brief explanation of minor 
changes in the bylaws from . Publica­
tions Board President Jack Kelly. 
In addition, Senaior Glenn Good an­
nounced his candidacy for the senate 
speaker position . 
Good presented the Daily Eastern 
News with a 12-point plan which 
outlines his campaign plans and his 
plans for the speaker' s  office. 
Get a $5. 00 rebate from c:A2c· 
by h.i.s. and ANOTHER $5. oo 
off from Ruthies. 
Your final cost for jeans and cords 
-$21.00 
rut Hie;. 
corner of 4th & Lincoln 
Charleston, IL 
Mon.-Sat 9-5:30 Sun.1-5 
p ag' e F 0 u r Editorialsrepresentthemajorityopinionofoureditorialb 
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Panthers perform well in Division I transition 
Eastum's � . mtire athl�tic program is near­
it��! the comriietion of a cruc ial transition. 
In recent� ears , the Panthers' aggressive 
Editorial the booters shocked collegiate s followers by finishing third in their first 
9iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii sion I season . . 
a11d ·competil ve brand of play has propellad uphold their reputation of being among the 
tt1e prograrr to the tcp of the Division II best in the M idwest. · 
Despite not participating in post-se 
competition this time aroun d ,  Eastern's 
hockey and cross country teams tum 
performances that should tell op 
schools that the Panthers wil l  be teams 
reGkon with at the Division I level in 
future. 
ranks. The volleyball squad , in its first Division I 
However, .:1t the conclusion of this year, season, posted an impressive 36-14 record 
Eastern will bave completed its transition in- . and won some key matches and invita­
�o Division I competition. So far this season tionals against formidaQle and established 
tie Panthers have performed magnificently. Division I teams. The spikers' play prompted 
Eastern's tootbail program has garnered ,ead coach Carol Gruber to recogniz� that 
the·praise and recognition it deserves as the ·'people know we have a serious program 
gridders have worked tt)eir way toward their and (they) respect it." . 
So while most of the attention has 
directed toward the football t 
outstanding play this season, we must 
recognize that the other fall sports t 
have also enhanced Eastern's reputa 
third championship appearance in five Although the Panther soccer unit was 
years. · eliminated this year from post-season com-·  
But the football program does not con- petition in  overtime, the booters finished 
stitute the entire Eastern athletic program, their second Division I campaign with a very 
and the outstanding athletic reputation that respectable 12-3�5 slate. 
respect. 
The players, coaches and admirus 
have worked together to show the 
legiate community that the Panthers are 
deed a viable Division I institution. 
Eastern has attained has been the result of The soccer team was always a regular en-
all Panther teams and coaches. try in the Division I I  playoffs , but last year 
Eastern teams this fall have continued to 
Your turn 
Condemnation unfair 
Editor: 
This letter is in response to the 
anonymous . letter printed Nov. 30 
about grading policies. 
I get tired of reading material that no 
one would dare sign, and I want to ad­
dress this person in particular. 
Whoever you are, yes. the examples 
you gave are evidence that certain in· 
structors could improve their teaching 
methods. I've experienced a few (and 
heard of other) cases similar to those 
you described, but you have no right to 
unload such a condemnation on ·the 
entire accounting department. 
Wher I took Accounting 21 00 and 
21 50 there were no abnormal grade 
distributions. The grading varies accor­
ding to teacher. There is no plot, by Dr. 
Moncada, to weed out la�ge numbers 
of students. 
Just because a couple of teachers 
1nake poor moves is no reason to 
blackball the whole department. Tbere 
are teachers making poor moves in 
e" ery department . bu·t I'm convinced 
this 1s a good sr;hool, run by and 
employing decent ;Jeople. I int and to 
comp.lete. my degree before long-in 
accounting. With all due respect to the 
editor, I wis� this paper would stop 
printing letters written by people who 
only want to gripe, who have no inten­
tion of presenting a constructive 
message. 
David Rebok 
Cerem.ony s�t-up dumb 
Editor: 
A college graduation ceremony 
means many things to many people. 
For some it brings a sigh of relief at 
knowing that the tests, papers, pro­
iects and all other drudgeries of 
academia have finally come to an end. 
For others, it is a momentous occa­
sion which deserves the heartiest of 
partying with both family and friends. I 
feel safe in saying that the occasion 
holds its own special meaning for each 
and every graduate. Yet this fall 
semester commencement convocation 
is sure to be a ''tainted love.·· 
I expressed utter disbelief at the 
news of graduation ceremonies taking 
place the weekend before final exams. I Alien' not insulting 
It shocked and angered me. Editor: 
In my opinion, the idea of holding a Atilla Yesilada, in his letter 
commencement convocation before Nov. 22 regarding the usage of 
final exams makes abou't as much word "alien" has, in my opinion, 
sense as a two-story outhouse. To the issue out of all proportion. 
those students who are on the The word "alien" is frequently 
borderline of passing or failing a class it and legitimately stipulated in refer 
must seem even more ludicrous. to foreign students and foreign 
Could there possibly be some logical . sons within another country. 
reasoning behind this ill-conceived I fail to see any insulting or deg 
plan? If there is I would love to hear it. connotations, implicit or explicit, 
As it stands, on the weekend of Dec. cerning this word. 
21 I will join with family and friends to When I first heard of my 
celebrate this long-awaited event. All description I was more amused 
will enjoy fine food and even finer drink angered. If E.T. can be refered 
on this festive occasion. an "alien," surely it cann.ot be all 
On that· Sunday, I will proudly walk be compared to such an 
down the aisle to receive my psuedo- creature. 
degree, both receiving and extending 
congratulations. Later that evening, Dermot Kelly 
after partying to the hilt. I will stumble Irish "alieri" student 
home and do what every graduate L II dreams of doing on the night of etter po. c y 
graduation-begin studying for my 
·morning final exam. Thanks a lot. 
Eastern. 
Marty Curry 
The name and phone number 
least orie author must be su 
with each letter to the editor. 
will be withheld on request. 
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Thes.pian·s request funds. 
y Douglas Backstrom _ 
Th e A p porti o n m e n t  B o a r d. 
Thursday will discuss whether to 
allocate money to the Players to travel 
to a festival performance in January. · 
Financial Vice Pi;-esident John Cole 
said the Players , a theater group, are 
requesting the monies so cast members 
can travel to Milwaukee, Wis . ,  where 
they win enter the American College 
Theatre Festival and perform their play 
"The Doctor in Spite of Himself. ' '  
J. Sain, a member of the Players, 
said the money will cover travel, 
registration, housing and money for 
food. 
"The festival is Jan . 12-15, and we 
should try to get the money we need 
early even if we don't go to the 
festival, ' �  Sain said . 
Sain said if the Players are selected 
from 13 regions at the festival, the 
group will perform in Washington, 
D . C .  
Sain added, "This i s  a performance 
not competition . "  
I n  other busi1,1ess, the AB will ap­
point ·a new assistant vice chairman for 
next semester because Kathy Kilmer, 
who currently holds the positi'on, will 
be working on an internship in the spr­
ing, Cole said . 
The AB will meetat 7 p.m. Thursday 
in the Union Schahrer Room . 
Marathon to benefit heart fund 
by Ed Mazzocco 
For students who would like to 
dance some of those holiday calories 
away, this weekend may provide a 
chance to do so. 
said.  
Students participating in the event 
are l'equired to get pledges to donate 
money to the Heart Association for the 
amount of time they dance. Students 
may dance as long as they want. 
Although persons should register to 
participate before the event, registra­
tion also will be held on Sunday, she 
said . 
The Fitness Club,.505 Lincoln Ave., 
is organizing the dance and club in­
structors will be at �he evenLSunday·. 
For further information contact 
Gerrie at the Fitness Club at 348-8883. 
ENDS TONIGHT! 
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OCSHA to plan 
student survey 
Christmas exhibit offered Did you know this girl 
just celebrated another 
The O ff-C1mpus Student Housing 
\ · : soc1ati on ·1 hursday will discuss the 
:� . J 's ibi l i ty o f  implementing a student 
· enant  sun· ey next semester . 
OCS' H A  Chairman Bob Erio said,  
· \\· ,, hvpt' t o  find out problems 
:;T  . .  , , i ts might be having thi s semester 
s ,  · Yd can get a feeling for what direc­
r; •n C )C S H  '\ � t10uld tah on student 
F :  · .  -;;:i ;d he :m rvey . whicL w1:.ulu .be 
:. • H'. 1. !  : .  : ec: by  OCS H A  mt m l,<::r.; , wi ll 
- , ; L I ' ' r( 1 " ar: 2(10 students  w h o  l ive 
' ,  . ... � .  � � l. �� . 
OCSH .< '' i i  meet at 7 : 3 :  · p . m . 
fl '.ur,da · : ne Union addin .. · , ,  Kansas 
To get an idea of how the holidays 
were celebrated in a country school set­
t ing ,  students can stop by the Green- · 
wood School Museum Sunday . 
· The Coles County Historical Society 
is sponsoring "A Country School 
Christmas" at the museum this 
weekend and Dec . 1 2  and 1 9 .  
· The exhibit i s  a re-enactment of the 
activities which took place in a country 
school between 1 900 and 1 930, Mildred 
Hofacker, CCHS member , said . 
Hofacker said some area school 
chi ldren  in grades two through eight 
wil! play t he part of the children of the 
tim� period in 30-minute presentations . 
" The premise is that the children are 
preparing their Christmas program for 
t heir parents as it  would have been 
P u bl icat ions Board to consider 
com posi ng , press eq u i pment 
b� t ;ary Bray 
Bids received on a proposed addi ­
tional press ur.i t  for  The Daily Eastern 
News have turned up " nothing 
sat is factory, "  David Reed, student 
pub l i cations adviser, said . 
The unit  has been included in the 
budget of  the Student Publications 
Board for two years , but may not be 
acquired right away , Reed said .  
He added replacement parts for the 
student publications composing room 
may be more important now . 
The new unit will be among the items 
discussed at the board ' s  December 
meeting. 
Also included on the agenda is  
discussion of the acquisition of a grab­
ber unit for the forklift .  
Bids were advertised for the grabber 
in October, but the board " has receiv-
ed no bids at all , "  Reed said . 
He added that bids will probably be 
advertised again so that a grabber can 
be purchased . 
A grabber ,would allow 1 ,000-pound 
rolls of new.sprint , currently stored on 
their sides , to be stacked on end . This 
would eliminate the threat of the 
newsprint rolls injuring pressmen or 
damaging the pr<;!ssroom , Reed said at 
the board ' s  October meeting . 
In other business ,  the board will hear 
reports from Daily Eastern News 
Editor in Chief Lola Burnham , 
Warbler Editor in Chief Becky Cor­
zil ius,  Vehicle Editor .John Stockman 
and Student Publications Business 
Manager Bob McElwee. 
The Publications Board will meet at 
4 : 1 5  p . m .  Thursday in the Union addi­
tion Casey Room . 
Congratulations 
New Al pha Ph i Officers! 
· President Diane Swanson 
Vice-President Deann Leatherwood 
Rush: Sue Crowe 
fraternity Trainer: Patty Hayes 
Pan hel Delegate: Betsy Barbieri 
T reasu rer: Sheryl Wilson 
Adm inistrative Assistant Sheryl Thayer 
Reco rding Secretary: Martha McShea 
Corresponding Secretary: Amy Auman 
Alumni  Secretary: Stacy H ill 
Activities: Amy H utchison 
Com m u nity Service: Andrea Domas 
Social: Lesa Sch loss 
Chaplain: Maeve Spicer 
Chapter Promotio ns: Kim be rly LeBica 
H ouse Manager: Debbie Simon 
Activities Fund raiser: Tracey Siesonnop 
Scholarship; Kim McHone 
I Hd V HdlV • I H d  V HdlV • I Hd V HdlV • I Hd V Hd 
done i n  a one-room country 
schoolhouse, ' '  Hofacker said . 
"The children will he reciting and 
l(!arning poems in elocutionary style, "  
Hofacker added . 
The exhibit will be displayed from 
I : 30  to 3 p . m .  and the presentations 
will be given at 2 and 3 p . m .  
The museum i s  located near campus 
on the corner of Ninth Street and 
Hayes Avenue . 
Se l l  those items 
you don 't need 
i n the Classifieds! 
ALL YOU CAN 
DRI N K  N ITE 
birthday? 
Well ,  
everyone at 
MOM's did ! 
Here's to 
more wild 
times , 
Roxanne,  
you foxy 
chick! Rah­
Rah ! 
9 ti! 1 2 ' ..- ::, I ,r • 
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at 
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506 Monroe 
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KING OF BE E RS @  
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
Reggie Taylor 
football , 
Set up Eastern's win 
Na ncy Kasseba u m  
basketball · 
Led Eastern to 
Championship win 
-
by forcing fumble 
in overtime win in UNSL Tourney 
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RHA meeting 
canceled 
The Residence Hall Association 
has canceled its weekly meeting 
originally scheduled for Thursday, 
RHA President Lynn Vokac �aid.  
RHA members will not meet 
because they have no business to 
discuss and because they will be 
having their annual Christmas din­
ner and party, Vokac said . 
from page 1 
students who can enroll in each one . 
Judy McLaughlin, an accounting 
major also in the technology seminar, 
agreed . "The smaller they keep the 
classes , the better-no more than 1 5  
students , "  she said. 
The choices of seminars was limited, 
she added, but the planned expansion 
of the seminars should· make people 
more interested in taking them. 
Gary Schollmeier, a computer 
management maj or in the technology 
seminar , said he would recommend the 
seminar . "It's a good course to have, " 
he said . 
The discussion format helped him 
learn to speak better, he said . "The 
one-on-one experience will help in an 
interviewing situation, "  he said . 
Although no seminars will be of­
fered this spring, Whitley said plans 
for next fall include 12 to 1 8  seminars 
in several departments , including 
English, psychology, speech com­
munications , education, political 
science, health education and 
sociology . 
This will provide a diverse choice for 
the student, Whitley said . 
Thursday, December 2; _1 982 
Teacher a�cepts position 
as new regional director 
by Judi Jines 
Jacqueline Jacobs,  an instructor in 
Eastern' s  special education depart­
ment, recently was elected director of 
Region IV for the Illinois Council for 
Exceptional Children. 
Jacobs' new position involves being 
a liaison between the various chapters 
. of her region and the council ' s  state 
organization, she said. 
As the "contact person" for the 
chapters in central Illinois,  Jacobs said 
she will provide information about ac­
tivities conducted at the state and 
federal level , and in turn, she will make 
information from the chapters 
available to the state organization. 
Jacobs said the council is a "na­
tional professional organization of 
special education that acts as a 
dissemination agency for information 
about special education. ' '  
She said the council provides a 
means for special education teachers to 
get together and discuss what they have 
been doing and problems they may 
have encountered . The council also is a 
lobbying group for special education 
interests . 
Jacqueline Jacobs 
During her term in office, Jacobs 
said she hopes to encourage more par­
ticipation. "There is a need for more 
_active participation by professionals in­
special education to make the public 
aware of skills and abilities of in­
dividuals that are handicapped. "  
-Union Board to discuss budget 
In a brief meeting, the Union Board 
Thursday will meet to hear an update 
on the Union budget in addition to 
board committee reports . 
Union Area Head Bill Clark said 
Union Board members will hear an ex­
planation, of the Union Board budget process and will be given an update on 
the Uqion's  budget to date. 
In addition, he said the board will 
determine future meeting dates to fur-
ther discuss the budget. _ / 
In other business,  Clark said board · 
members will hear brief committee 
reports . 
The Union Board will meet at 4 p . m .  
Thursday · i n  the Union Schahrer . 
Room . 
History teacher 
receives award 
for local work 
by James Talley 
1 
Eastern instructor Duane Elbert, 
coordinator of the historical ad­
ministration major , received the 
"Friend of History" award for volun­
tary work in his field . 
The award, which is only availabk 
to local individuals who contribute 
significantly to the Coles Count) 
Historical Society, is a large honor, 
Elbert said.  
The award is given to those whc 
develop a cooperative between the 
university and the county Historical 
Society Museum. 
"The award was given to me for 
working at the Greenwood School 
Museum of the Coles . County 
Historical Society on exhibits that have 
been shown over the last seven years, "  
Elbert said . 
"The exhibit that I feel helped me 
receive the award was the exhibit on In­
dians, archeology and Coles County 
entitled 'Pieces of the Puzzle, " '  Elbert 
said.  The exhibit appeared at the 
Greenwood School Museum from 
March through mid-May. 
The "Friend of History" award 
itself is not a honor that the university 
will keep in it_s files, he said, but it is 
more a "Citizen-type" award which 
shows to the community that the in­
dividual had completed a meritorious 
deed. 
He added that the award is not given 
to those who are performing their work 
for payment but only for a job which 
involves volunteer work . 
Distributed by 
B. Mansfie ld 
Company, 
Effingham 
"1' 
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Cagers to face 
taller Eagle unit 
by Kirby Plowers 
Looking to notch its first victory of the season 
Eastern' s  basketball team will host a taller and 
much quicker Morehead State squad at 7 : 30 p .m.  
Thursday at  Lantz Gym. 
"I have seen them (Morehead State) play and 
they have got good overall size and are really 
quick , "  Panther head coach Rick Samuels said . 
"They also play with a lot of enthusiasm and 
confidence . "  
Eastern enters Thursday's  non-conference 
contest- having dropped its season opener 83-54 
to Purdue University Saturday. The Panthers 
also fell 88- 1 1 to Marathon Oil in an exhibition 
contest Nov .  22 . 
"We have progressed really well , "  Samuels 
said . "I think we even progressed from the 
Marathon Oil game to the Purdue contest . But I 
know we still have a lot to learn . ' '  
Morehead State' s  size, quickness and overall 
attitude caught Samuels eye right off, but the ­
Panther mentor said he will not change Eastern' s  
game plan t o  adjust t o  the visiting Eagles . 
"We're not going to do anything different, "  
Samuels said . " But I hope we can put the ball in 
the hole a little better . We had a little trouble · 
making baskets against Purdue . ' '  
Senior Kevin Jones and freshman Kevin 
Duckworth created more problems for the Pan­
thers when they were late to practice this week. 
Samuels was forced to take disipiiriary action 
against the two and chose not to start them 
Thursday, although-they will play . 
In addition to starters Kurt Lorenzen Tim 
Dykstra and Tim Wyss,  Samuels will start Paul 
Neideg and Doug Crook Thursday. 
Crook , who came off the bench, scored 20 
points Saturday against Purdue and helped the 
Panthers challenge the Big Ten Conference 
power to a 34-30 halftime deficit. 
"He (Crook) showed a lot of confidence and 
withstood their defensive pressure once they 
realized he was a scoring threat from outside, "  
Samuels said . " He i s  really improved over last 
season . He understands college basketball bet-
ter. " 
· · 
In an effort to contain the Eagles ' big men, 
Samuels said his squad must concentrate on con­
troling the game' s  momentum with a better of­
fensive showing . 
"Our post players will be the key to the game 
against the Eagles , "  Samuels said.  " I  need to get 
a little more �ffensive_input from our big men . "  
Consequently, Samuels hopes t o  utilize the 
post position against Morehead State as much as 
possible . 
"In order to win, we will need to get the ball 
inside , "  Samuels added . "We also must control 
the boards and the tempo of the game . ' '  
Eastern will have a tough test in stopping the 
Eagles ' front line, which consists of three players 
who are each 6-foot-7 . Center Jeff Tucker heads 
the trio rounded out with forwards Earl Harri-
sion and Harold Moore. . 
Mor_ehead State' s  Guy Minnifield will be the 
key to the Eagles' offense and helping the Ohio 
Valley Conference member gain control or' 
Thursday' s  game. 
Minnifield was . Morehead State's  second 
leading scorer last season in averaging 15 points 
per game. _ 
Samuels announced Wednesday that he will 
give a brief glimpse of the Morehead State squad 
at noon Thursday in the Union Rathskeller. 
The bi-monthly meeting is open to the public 
and will preview the Panthers' upcoming op­
ponents, while .showing tape highlights of the 
past game ; 
Cager Notes •• �Eastern wlff host Eastern Kentucky at 
7 :30 p.m.  Saturday at Lantz Gym before beginning an eight­
game road trip which features contests at Southern lninois 
Missouri, Ball State, Illinois State and three games in Hawai
'
i 
Jan. 3-1 1 .  
Eastern defensive back Robert Williams attempts 
an interception during the Panthers 20-7 win over 
Southern Illinois-Carbondale Oct. 30 .  Williams' 
topflight regular season play earned him a spot on 
9 
Kodak's NCAA I-AA All.-American team . Williams 
marks the fifth straight year a Panther player has 
been named to the AFCA team either in I-AA or Divi­
sion I I .  (News photo by Tom Roberts) 
Panthers nab top M CC spots 
i n  grid a l l - leag ue selections 
by John Humenik 
It wasn ' t  hard to predict that Eastern would be 
well represented Wednesday when the Mid-Continent 
Conference announced its all-conference selections . 
However, what surprised Eastern head coach Dar� 
rell Mudra was that he had expected more Eastern 
players to receive the conference' s  top football 
honors . But as.. it went, the Panthers claimed 1 1  first 
team awards . 
"I- really thought we could 've had a couple more 
selections , but we can't  vote for ourselves , "  Mudra 
said . " I  feel we deserved more, but all the kids were 
equally deserving. "  
Eastern, which claimed its third straight league 
crown, registered six of the M CC ' s  offensive first 
team members and four defensive winners . But the 
biggest honors were yet to come. 
Panther standout quarterback Jeff Christensen 
and defensive end Keith Woj nowski were named the 
league's offensive and defensive "Players of the 
. Year , "  respeciively , while Mudra received "Coach 
of the Year . "  
I n  addition to Eastern's  all-conference honors,  
junior defensive back Robert Williams was honored 
by the American Football Coaches Association and 
chosen to the NCAA .Division I-AA All-American 
team. 
Ironically, Williams was only chosen to the MCC's  
second defensive team , which Mudra said was 
another surprise . "We pushed really hard for him, 
but he was left out , "  Mudra said about Williams 
selection. · 
"We nominated our people, but beirig in a small 
conference each coach tries to get his kid in, "  Mudra 
added. "However, we feel the Kodak award more 
than made up for it . "  
Williams , the Panthers' only returning defensive 
secondary veteran, registered 59 solo tackles and 101 
total tackles this season. 
"I 'm shocked, "  Williams said. " It's just a great 
feeling to receive such an award . I'm really greatful 
to be on this team." 
Williams was having trouble with interference 
penalties after the first three games and the Chicago 
native said he decided to chance his attitude. 
"In the first three games l was not playing the way 
I wanted to, so then I v.owed to work harder in prac­
tice, " Williams said . 
Previous Kodak All-Americans from Eastern were 
Kevin Gray (1981), Pete Catan (1980), Poke Cobb 
(1979), James Warring < !978) and Nate Anderson 
( 1 972) .  
Christensen, though not receiving a Kodak award 
highlights one of the finest MCC offensive first 
teams in the league's five-year history. 
Christensen set 12 Eastern and eight MCC passing 
�nd total offensive reco�ds in his career, while throw­
mg for 2 ,270 yards this season . 
In addition, Christensen was ranked 12th in pass­
ing efficiency for NCAA I-AA quarterbacks . He also 
was named MCC offensive "Player of the Week" 
three times during the regular season . 
Panther Jerry Wright, who caught 29 passes for 
709 yards,  was named as a receiver to the first team. 
)\'right had been awarded Eastem's " Player of the 
Game" for receiving six of the l 1 regular , season 
weeks . 
Joining Wright was offensive tackle Alvin McMur­
ray, offensive guard Bob Norris and center George 
Tuzi l .  
Eastern's  sixth best running back Kevin S taple , 
who rushed for 1 ,0 1 2  yards and caught 25 passes for 
1 98 yards ,  was named as one of the running bacb . 
In addition , Staple registen·d 1 3  touchdowns in tht 
1 1  regular season games.  The j unior standout claim­
ed the MCC' s  top statistical honor . 
Rounding out Eastern's  selections as offense first 
team was senior punter Don Manzke, who averaged 
39 .9  yards per kick . 
Despite having a defense ranked eighth in the 
· NCAA I-AA, Eastern only had three players named 
to �he defensive first team, led by Wojnowski, who 
registered 16 quarterback sacks and eight tackles for 
a loss . 
Linebacker Bill Mines , who had 47 solo tackles 
and 81 assisted, joins defensive tackle Greg Duncan 
and free safety Randy McCue. 
M id-Continent honors 
Offensive first team 
Jeff Christensen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  QB 
Jerry Wright . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .  -. .  WA 
Alvin McMurray . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OT 
Bob Norris . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  OG 
George Tuzil . . . . . . . . · . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C 
Kevin Staple . .  ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  RB 
Don Manzke . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . P 
. Defensive first team 
· 
Keith Wojonowski . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . .  DE 
Greg Duncan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . . . . . . . . . . OT 
Bill- Mines . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  LB 
Randy Mccue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . FD 
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Grapplers set to co� pete 
in tough I l l i n i  Open 'match 
h Rhea Nall 
Eastern' s  men's  w restling team will 
t ravel to Champaign this weekend to 
r ()m pete in the 20-team I l linois Open, 
a fter  coming off two tough meets at 
t1 te Southern Open a nd the Kentucky 
cl ual l ast week . 
The Illinois Open will  feature teams 
from both Luge and small I ilinois col­
!eg.::� and universities , head coach Ron 
Clinton sai d .  
· ' Al l  of t he big schools and small 
schools will be there, including some 
j u r. ior colleieS  which will part icipate in 
th ·� meet , "  Clint on sai<� . " And it is 
a lways a good tournament . "  
l n  addition, Clinton said his team 
enters this weekend' s. meet with a go'od 
att i tude.  
' ' We ' re looking to do good in this 
meet , ' •  Clinton said .  " Our wrestlers 
get excited for this meet because they 
get to wrestle against some of their old 
buddies . "  · 
"We have always wrestled well in 
this meet and I think we will continue 
to do so, " he added . 
The Pantl)ers had a good showing at 
the Sout� Open last . week , but 
Eastern failed to bring home any 
champions .- The meet was dominated 
by teams from the Southeastern Con­
ference and Atlantic Coast Con­
ference . 
Former All-American Derek Porter 
finished second in the 1 26-pound 
weight class to lead the Panthers,  while 
Mark Reuttiger finished fourth in the 
1 34-pound weight class and Mark 
Gronowski placed fifth in the 1 67-
pound weight class . 
The Panthers also failed to win their 
opening dual meet of the season 
against Kentucky. Eastern captured 
three titles and tied one of the 1 0  
weight classes , while suffering from 
some inj uries sustained in the Southern 
Open . 
Clinton said his team performed 
fairly well in the Southern Open while 
his unit ' s  rhythm was off in the Ken­
tucky dual meet . · 
"We looked good in spots but it was 
disappointing in other spots (in the 
Southern Open) , "  Clinton said . " But 
overall ,  I am pretty happy with their 
performances . We're making normal . 
_ progress on our conditioning and 
technique. " 
"In  the Kentucky meet , we had some 
injuries that threw our rhythm off by 
having wrestlers wrestling in higher 
weight classes , "  Clinton said . 
" Overall,  we wrestled pretty well for 
the conditions in thd Southern Open , 
and the Kentucky dual meet , "  Clinton 
added . "And now we are looking for 
improved efforts at this week' s  Illinois 
Open . "  
The Dally Eastern News classified ads world 
WE NEED ,t �Lwoo!) )ti WOMEN + � MEN . .. 13 · FOR A  19 
LINCOLNWOOD/PINE TREE EXPERIENC 
Experience = Security Doors · L. W.  
New Carpeting ·  P . T .  
Friendly Atmosphere 
1 0 %  Discounts 
Phone: 345-2 520 LINCOLNWOOD/PINETREE APARTMENTS 
HUTTON'S PARTS SERVICE 
"The Professional Parts People " 
2 Stores to Serve you ! 
1 400 Reynolds Drive 
8:00 a . m . -6:00 p .m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mon. -Fri .  
, 8 :00 a .m .-5 :00 p . m  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sat. 
I 507 Madi son St. 
7:30 a . m . -5:00 p.m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mon. -Sat. 
The most compl ete stock of 
Auto - Truck - Sma l l Eng i ne -
Motorcycle i mport Car Parts 
i n  Eastern I l l i noi s  · 
MORE PARTS FOR MORE CARS 
Distributed by 
B. Mansfie ld  
Company 
Effingham 
ally Eastern News Thursday, December 2 .  1 982 
-
iki ngs wi l l  rely on youth 
itor's note: Thi� is the seventh in 
-part series previewing the new 
iation of Mid-Continent Univer­
' 1982-83 basketball campaign. 
are featured in the order of their 
· tedfinish.) 
oho Humenik _ 
· Eastern News correspondent 
OSEMONT, Ill . -Being one of the 
erence's youngest teams doesn't  
r Cleveland State head coach Ray 
· ger as much as trying to live up 
the league's  early · season predic-
ot since 1 977-78 has there been a 
ger Cleveland State team, but 
the Association of Mid-Continent 
· ersities ' coaches , athletic directors 
sports information directors 
sted the Vikings to finish third in 
conference this season. 
'We' re very young and we do hope 
can be very competitive in the con-
ce, " Dieringer told a large media 
ation Nov. 1 5  at the first AMCU 
etball press day gathering . 
Up and down I hope that we can do 
. We' re small , but talented, "  Dier­
r added . 
leveland State received 1 29 votes in 
conference's  pre-season poll to 
ahead of fourth place Eastern 11-
is ( 1 06) and behind second place 
tern Illinois ( 1 53) .  
The Vikings tallied two first-place 
in addition to seven seconds , five 
ds, one fourth and nine other votes 
'buted among the last four posi-
ieringer welcomes back only one 
'or and two j uniors this seasor. 
· e the remainder of the Viking 
d is equally divided between 
hmen and sophomores . 
Cleveland State, which finished 1 7-
last season, also is concerned with 
tinuing its streak of four con­
tive winning seasons this winter . 
Vikings had posted just one winn­
campaign in the 1 3  previous 
Rush Right Down 
To Nashvi l le on 
Saturday to see 
· J���f . preview VIHlnGI 
Senior Lee Reed (a 6-foot- 1 starter) 
highlights the 1 982-83 Viking squad, 
while two juniors,  starting center Dave 
Youdaih (6-foot-8) and backup for­
ward Lionel King (6-foot-5} , also 
return. 
Major losses from last season's  
squad were 6-foot- 1 1  forward Darren 
Tillis ,  who gave the Vikings a second 
straight National Basketball Associa­
tion first round draft choice, and 6-
foot-5 guard Mike Sweeney . 
Replacing · Tillis was Dieringer's  
prime . task this  season,  while 
establishing a new court leader after 
Sweeney also tops his list during the 
regular season. 
The Vikings return sophomore stan­
dout Jimmy Les , who was what Dier­
inger deemed_ "the surprise of last 
season's  team . "  Les is expected to be 
the cornerstone of the Viking offense . 
"We had no idea he (Les) would be 
as good as he is , "  Dieringer saiO . 
In addition to Les , 6-foot-4 
sophomore guard Jeff Lunt also 
returns this season, along with the big­
gest player ever recruited by Cleveland 
State-John Wheeler, a 7-foot center. 
Freshman Steve Corbin leads the 
Vikings ' newcomers in vying for star­
ting assignments this season. Derrick 
H owell ,  Tim Lampe, Vince Richards 
and Doug Schutz round out the group. 
After defeating Denison 70-53 Satur­
day, Cleveland State turns its attention 
toward Saturday's  contest with Kent 
State . 
Viking Notes . . .  Cleveland State head 
coach Ray Dieringer enters this season with a 
career record of 1 43- 1 89 . . .  The Vikings play 
their home games at Woodling Gym , which seats 
3 , 000 for basketball .  
Ea.stern I l l i nois 
vs 
Ten nessee State 
i n  t h e  Division 1 -AA Playoffs 
Bus Tickets to Nashvi l le 
$35 per person 
includes round trip bus fare and your ticket to the game. 
Price for Non-Students $4 1 .  
Tickets Available at the 
Un ion Box Office 
1 1  a.m.-3 p . m .  
Deadl ine-Thursday 3 p .m .  
Leaving Union Lot 4 a.m.  Saturday,  December 4 
Return ing after the game . 
Plenty of seats still available 
I lllUN IVeR8 1TY e support the Panthers as they drive to the Championship!  �-l°�=.-· · 
COMING 
SOON 
TO CHARLESTON 
1111 
C()�IC 
Sl1()()!1  ' with the C lassifieds 
Sen iors 
graduating in December . 
Cap and Gown 
Distri bution . 
will be 
Friday , Decem ber 3 
1 O a.m . - 2  p.m. 
Union Lobby Shop 
Must Have Your ID 
.... .... 
Attention ! 
you. 
Pick up yo(u r 
FREE cha nge of 
location i nserts 
at the Union 
Bookstore. 
Mon . -Fri . 8 a. m . -5 p . m .  
l l 
/ Thursday, Decem ber 2, 1 98 2 
·------- � - -
· 
_ ,,-- �- · : ri nr• 1[1 1� 1 ·- - -. �. -. 
't · �· /�,���  if'J.r;p. G 
!� .' '��--�-- - -- . . . . .  :L:f�r r · . .  
. Begins  At Th.e • • • 
CROss · 
i :, 
11'� / -­f\- __ , 
":,.....,-· · · . . . · .  . COUNTY M.�-
Shop i n  tota l ly  contro l l ed comfort ! , vlS IT 
Fo r Yo u r  Selection-40 Wonderful Sto res SANTA Santa Arrives Today 
Most Stores 
OPEN 
Daily 9 :30 a m -9 p m  
Sun.  Noon-6 pm 
• Berg ner 's 
• Bress ler 's  
• B a i l y ' s  A l a d d i n ' s  Cast le  
• Cl a i re's  
• Copper Kettle 
• Fat A l bert's 
- • General  Nutr it ion 
• Hil lman's  Jewelers  
• J . P . ' s  S a n d w i c h  S h op 
• Just  Pants 
• K-Mart 
• K i nney's Shoes 
• K i rl i n ' s  
• Kovok ' s  Flowers 
• M o l l  Barb<'r Shop 
• Mauiice's  
• Me i s  
• Mister M u s i c  
• F a s h i o n  C r o s s r o a d s  
• first  N a t i o n o t  S a n k  
• Open Door 
• Pipe Puller 
• J.C. 'Penney 
• Radio Shack 
• Regis Salon 
• Ross Clothiers 
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - � 
I 25* For Deli & Submarine Sandwiches 25* I OFF That Are Out of This World! OFF 
I 
, . One Block 
From 
Theatre 
I Open 
· I 8:00 a.m . -5 :00 p .m. 
I Mon. -Fri. \l.fta1"117 G .  I 8 :00 a.m.-2:00 p .m. Sat. � I 
I 
' 
t Bring this Coupon in for 2 
t- - - � - - - �- �--�-�------- - - - - - � - - � - - --� 
DJ'I COIJITIT BllJf 
Bidwells Candies & Salted Nuts 
. G reat Fam i ly Christmas G ifts , 
· ' Made fresh Dai ly � 
P H O N E: 234·3858  
Quantity Discounts Avai lable 
We Moil  
Bid wells O PEN 7 days a week 
-·-�---------------------'
� ····· =·············································· 
The Christmas G ift That 
Every G irl Wou ld Lik.:t 
Solitaire 
Yellow or White 
Gold • 1 0-K 
. .  Special  Price of $80.00 
Visa o r  Master Card Accepted 
Free Gift Wrapping 
Ring 
• Royce Shoes 1 0 :00 a .m.  
• Samuel  M u s i c  Mon . Thru Fri . 
• Sears-Roebuck 1 p m  To 4 pm 
6 : 30 pm To 8 : 30 pm • Sa ·Fro Fab r ic s  • Stuart 's  
• Underworld Plus 
• Walden Boo k s  SATURDAYS 
• Walgreen Drugs l 0 :00 a . m .  To Noon 
1 : 00 p m  To 4 :00 pm 
6 : 30 pm To 8 : 30 pm 
• Walgreen R e s t a u r a n t  
• Th .. Poppery 
• D . J . 's Country Sll?re 
• K·Mart Auto Shop 
• Mei• Beauty S a l o n  
e Walgreen's l iquor Stare 
SUNDAYS 
Noon To 4 :00 pm 
-----Jil1·------
Santa's List 1982 
Dad . . . . . .  '. . · . . . . . . . .  Pipe 
Norman Rockwel l  
Mom . . . . . . . Christmas Bel l 
Uncle Tom . . . . .  Col ibri Lighter 
Aunt Mari lyn . Alabastre Figurine 
�cle Jeff . Jack Danie ls Golf Shirt 
Grandma . . . . . . Gourmet Coffee 
Boss . . . .. . . . . . Imported Cigars 
Grandpa . . . . . · Special Tobar.cos 
Brother Bil l . . . . . . s��vi&ngRMug 
· 
azor 
Cousin Pete . . . . . Belt Buckle cross c.� 111 
�,.)IJ •  ,)lil.,)lil·,)lil·-------­
J ac k Dan ie l s ,  No rman  Roc kwe l l ,  Barber Shop, 
Rem i ngton P i pes ,  Hand  B l ended Tobacco, 
I m ported Coffee , Teas ,  Tobacco Accessor ies ,  
F i gu r i nes .  B ee r  Ste i n s , Cusp idors ,  L ighterc;­
a l l  t h i s  and m uc h  more at 
Thursday, December 2 ,  1 982 
-;;�--�-- 1 r ·-�p�:i.-�:·- -·1 ,.-���----��:����-;��;�----�g�--5 00 I · . 1 Specials Every Day -OFF J . COOKIES ' Breakfast • Lu nch • Dinner /ptured I CAKES & CANDIES . OPEN 24 HOURS Friday & Saturday 
Cel l  234-432S I Mattoon, IL 61 938 · Just steps from Cinema I l l  in Matttoon fie Nails I � 
till 2 : 00 p . m .  on Sunday . 
0a�����9.:.°�2.7 
_ _  
J L��!.�!-221 2 ._ _ _ _ _ _ _  �:::��:cx:: n�:���::��:�: _ _ _ _ _  -_ _ .. 
I �eard 
Qin1 
. cxclaiIIJ 
as l1e 
drove 
out of 
sigl1t 
''It's· 
all ill 
Mattoo11 
a11d tl1e 
Price 
is just 
Rigl1t ! "  
Ad idas® 
Act ivewe·a r 
Team u p  with Adidas® for win n i ng 
looks season afte r season.  Here : 
" Rover" twi l l  pant has comforta b l e  
d rawstr i n g/e last ic wai st, two s ide 
poc kets. Khak i , - n avy, b u rg u ndy or 
white. 30.00. " Roa mer" coord i nat ing 
twi l l  jac ket s ports kn it  baseba l l  col l a r, 
z i p front. N avy; _wh ite or  b u rg u ndy. 
40. 00.  Easy ca re po ly/cotton .  
S- M - L-X L.  Th e pe rfect g ift for 
the act ive pe rso n .  
I 
SPORTSCAST 
'Make tile Most of Every flay Sllop tQe Mattooq Way! ' . .  
Thursday's Classified ads P l ease report classis1fed errors immediately at 581 ·2812 . A correct ad w i l l  appear in t h e  next  edition . U nless not i f ied . we cannot be responsible 
for  an incorrect  ad after  i t s  f irst insert ion . 
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Services Offered 
I ' l l  type for you . $ 1 . 00 per 
L'age.  Call Sandy at 345-
139 7 .  
_ ___ _____ oo 
NEED TYPING : Call 345-
�'22 ' after 5 p m. 
·-- ___ _  1 2/ 1 0 
N<::"d typing done? Call 345-
2 5 9�' after 5 p. m .  
__ ___ __ 1 2/ 1 0 
For complete printing ser­
vices.  Copy!X Fast Print. 207 
L;nco!t . .  345-63 1 3 . 
cTR-00 
Help Wanted 
OVE RSEAS JOBS - Summer 
year rouri ·j Europe, S .  
11.rner . , Australia, Asia . Aii 
' ield� . .  $500 - $ 1 200 monthly . 
3ightseeing . Free info . Write 
iJC Box 52 - IL3 Corona Del 
Mar , CA 9262 5 .  
_______ 1 2 / 2  
Wanted 
1 -2  male sublease(s) for Spr­
ing semester Regency apt . -
newly furnished , color TV, & 
low utilities. Rent negotiable. 
Call  Mike 348-5297 . 
---- 1 2 /3 
Wanted : One person to 
teach C hinese language basics 
to a person who will be travel­
ing to Taiwan . Please call 345-
72 1 3 . 
_________ 1 2/3 
Wanted : 1 g ir l  to sublease 
Regency Apt. (Norwick) Spring 
semester.  Call Nancy at 345-
1 63 1 . 
_________ 1 2/8 
Garage space for motorcycle 
over winter months . Will  pay 
$$ . Doug 3524.  
_________ 1 2/ 7  
Rides/R iders 
-
Ride or riders needed begin-
ning Dec . 4 to CPA Review 
course at U of I. Call Val 348-
0 9 1 2 .  
_________ 1 2/9 
I need a r ide to PURDUE this 
weekend ( Dec. 3 - 5 ) . Will help 
pay for gas. Please call  Meg 
58 1 -3059 . 
_________ 1 2/ 2  
Rides/Riders 
Ride needed to Columbia, 
M i s s o u r i  w e e k e n d  o f  
December 3rd . Call Michelle : 
348-5296.  
_________ 1 2/3 
ROAD TRIP - Nashvil le this 
weekend .  Leave Fri . Return 
Sun.  I have room for 2-3 peo­
ple. Call Tim 2056 for info. 
_________ 1 2/3 
Looking for ride to Hinsdale 
Oasis Friday Dec . 3. Call Mary 
330 2 .  
1 2/ 2  
Roommates 
1 male needed to share 2 
bedroom completely furnished 
apt . Own bedroom . Close to 
campus. Extremely quiet. Spr­
•ng semester. 348-544 7 .  
1 2/3 
One or two female room­
mates . Own bedroom , partially 
furnished . C lose to Eastern . 
Call Tracey at 348-540 5 .  
---- --:---:-1 2/3 1 more girl for nice house 
near campus, 2 nd semester. 
$ 1 00 a month . Call Ron at 
C ENTURY 2 1  345-44 8 8 .  
-,---...,..------ 1 2/3 One. male roommate needed 
for Spring Semester. Nice 
townhouse near campus . Call 
348- 5 1 4 4 .  
_________ 1 2/3 
Male roommate needed to 
share apt.  close to campus. 
$8 7 . 50 per . month . 348-
505,2 .  
_________ 1 2/3 
One male roommate needed 
for spring semester. $ 1 1  O. 00 
per month plus utilities . Call 
345-84 1 5 . 
________ 1 2/3 
One male needed to share 
apartment for spring semester . 
Own room, low utilities , close 
to campus. Call 345- 2 0 9 7 . 
_________ 1 2 / 7  
. 1 female roommate needed 
for spring semester. Share a 3 
person ,  3 bedroom apartment 
2 blocks from campus . 348-
080 7 .  
1 2/3 
2 girls needed for Spring 
semester. Own bedroo m .  Rent 
$ 1 25 I month . Util ities already · 
included . For details 345-
6 938.  
- 1 2/7 
Roommates 
WILLING TO DEAL l'leed 
one male subleaser for spring 
semester. Pine Tree Apts. Ask 
for Rich 348-5544. 
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
2 female roommates needed 
for spring semester to share 
house near campus with 4 
other girls. 348- 5 1 26 .  
1 2/3 
Two female subleasers 
needed for spring semester. 
Good location , reasonable 
rent. Call 348-087 1 . 
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
Male subleaser needed for 
spring semester. Furnished. 
Two bedroom house . Large liv­
ing space. Five minutes from 
campus. Down street from 
Yogies Hogies. Call Dennis at 
345- 1 2 4 7 .  
1 2/6 
For Rent 
Three bedroom furnished 
house n!lar campus, 955 4th 
St. $400/mo. Phone 345-
7746.  
__________ oo 
U -STORE WAREHOUSE -
Area's largest mini-storage 
facil ity . Low-cost insurance. U 
carry the key ! $ 1 2 . 50 per 
month up. We rents pads, 
doll ies , and cartons. 345-
3535 or 345-5850 . Office in 
Rex 'N '  Don Building 1 mile 
south of Rt. 1 6 on Rt. 1 30.  
--------�00 
Private furnished rooms for 
students . $ 1 00 ,  call 345-
71 71 between 9 and 1 1  , and 
5 to 7 .  
__________ oo 
Rent a mini-storage as low as 
$ 1 5 per month . Sizes 4 x 1 2  
up to 1 O x 2 2 .  Phone 345-
7 7 4 6 .  
__________ oo 
Apt. for . sublease 2 n d  
semester. Own bdrm . 1 0th St. 
$ 1 1 O mo. Call Therese , 1 -
359-84 1 5 . 
00 
1 and 2 bdr. apt . available 
immediately. Call Youngstown 
apt. 345-2363 between 1 -5 .  
0 0  
Female subleaser needed for 
Spring semester. Great room­
mates , rent negotiable.  Call 
Kelli or Jill at 348-5536 .  
_________ 1 213
' 
Thursday's · 
Digest · 
TV 
2:00 p.m. 
� 1 5 . 20-Fantasy 
� 
· 
0-Guidi'lg Light 
�- ---1 Dream of Jeannie 
7 .  �'8-General Hospital 
2:05 p.m. 
-Fun Time 
2:30 p.m.  
-Bugs B.unny 
· .:'-Electric Company 
2:35 p.m. 
t -- Fi instones 
3:00 p.m. 
1 �i . 2 0-Scooby- Doo 
· 1,' •:w 1 e :  . ;Support Your 
u.,  ,., . ,erift ! "  ( 1 9 6 9 )  
- ��q: : • r  Friends 
)--Uc: . J 9'dog 
2-S<:1sa1 �e Street 
! . 38-Edge of Night 
3:05 p.m. 
-Munsters 
3:30 p.m.  
·-Happy Days Again 
1--Scooby Doo 
1 0-Muppet Show 
1 5 , 2 0-Tom and Jerry 
1 7-Soap World 
38-1 Love Lucy 
3:35 p.m. 
4-Leave it to Beaver 
4:00 p.m. 
· 2-CHiPs Patrol 
�-Pink Panther 
1 0-Little House on the Prairie 
1 2-Mister Rogers 
1 5 , 2 0-Brady Bunch 
1 7-Hour Magazine 
38-Beverly Hil lbil lies 
4:05 p.m. 
4-Brady Bunch 
· Crossword 
4:30 p.m. 
�-Muppet Show 
1 2-3- 2 - 1 Contact 
· 5 . 2 0-Laverne & Shirley & 
·:::o 
3 8-Dick Van Dyke 
4:35 p.m. 
I-Bewitched 
5:00 p.m. 
? , 1 0-News 
..-More Real People 
J-Welcome Back Kotter 
! 2-Sesame Street 
' 5 , 2 0-Happy Days Again 
1 7-WKRP in  Cincinnati 
38-Rawhide 
5:05 p.m. 
4·-Carol Burnett 
5:30 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7 , 2 0-News 
9-Laverne & Shirley 
5:35 p.m. 
4-Bob Newhart 
6:00 p.m. 
2-MASH 
3, 1 5 , 1 7 , 2 0-News 
9-Barney Mil ler 
1 0-More Real People 
1 2-Nightly News Report 
38-Hawaii Five-0 
6:05 p.m. 
4-Gomer Pyle 
6:30 p.m. 
2-Tic Tac Dough 
3-PM Magazine 
9, 1 5 , 2 0-Jeffersons 
1 0-Alice 
1 2-MacNeil ,  Lehrer Report 
1 ?-Entertainment Tonight 
6:35 p.m. 
4....:.Andy Griffith 
7:00 p.m. 
2. 1 5 , 2 0-Fame 
3, 1 0-Magnum , P . I .  
9-lncredible Hulk 
1 2-0ver Easy 
1 7 , 38-Joanie Loves C hachi 
· 7:05 p.m. 
4-Movie' "Downhil l  Racer" 
R o bert Redford i s  an 
egotistical skier on the US 
team . 
7:30 p.m. 
1 2-WW I 
1 7  , 38-Star of the Family 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Cheers 
3 ,  1 0-Simon & Simon 
9-College Basketball 
1 2-'-Six Wives of Henry 8 
1 7 ,  38-NFL Football 
. 8:30 p.m. 
2 , 1 5 , 20-Taxi 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 20-Hill Street Blues 
3, 1 0-Knots Landing 
9:05 p.m. 
4-News 
1 2-Word Into Image 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 , 9 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7  , 2 0-News 
· 1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Marshall Dillon 
1 0:05 p.m. 
4-Woman Watch 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5 , 2 0-Tonight 
3-MASH 
9-lnn News 
1 0-Quincy 
1 2-PBS Late Night 
For Rent 
Small 2 bedroom furnished 
apartment  at 1 4th and 
Jackson. $2 2 0 .  Call 345-
7 1 7 1  from 9am - 1 am and 
5pm io ?pm. 
-,--------:--00 P r i vate roo m s .  S p r i n g  
semester. Large furnished 
rooms with kitchen, laundry, 
game room and TV area. All 
utilities paid . For details see 
Eldon Becker or Duane Gun­
ville at 6 Lincoln .  348-5633 or 
call 234- 7925 collect. 
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
MUST SUBLEAS_E ! Spring 
semester. 1 bedroom apt. Fur­
nished . Water paid . $ 1 7 5 . 00 
per month . Call after 5. 345-
1 364.  
-,-----,----1 2/ 1 0  Clean , furnished 6 room 
house set up for 4 students,  
utilities paid . Phone days 345-
3358 or if no answer 1 -969-
5 5 7 9 .  
__________ 00 
S u b l easer for S p r i n g  
semester needed for spacious 
2 bedroom apartment, located 
Y2 block from campus; own 
bedroom , Oldtowne apart­
ments , call Audrey 5 8 1 - 5 2 7 5 .  
________ · _ 1 2/2 
Male subleaser . Spacious 
bedroom . Close to campus. 
Microwave oven included . 
$ 1 1 0 . 00 per month . Call 345-
9683 . 
--:-:-:-=-----=--- 1 2/7 WANTED : Subleaser for 
Regency Apts . Call Barb at 
348-0 2 9 5 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
One female subleaser need­
ed due to school transfer, for ·  
apartment o n e  block from cam­
pus. Newly remodeled - $ 1 00 
a month , water paid.  Call 345-
957 1 . 
________ 1 2/ 2  
DESPERATELY N E E D  one 
female to sublease house with 
two other girls for Spring 
semester. Own lg. bdrm . .  
washer I dryer, 1 Y2 baths, 
fireplace: $ 1 00. 00 month . Call 
after 4 p.m . .  348-04 70. 
_________ 1 2/3 . 
M�le subleaser needed for 
spring semester.  Pinetree 
Apartments . Heat paid.  $400 I 
sem . or $ 1 00 I mo. Call Dave 
348-52 7 5 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 0  
For Rent 
Two bedroom unfurnished 
apt. Good location . .  4 yrs. old 
for two persons. Available im­
mediately. $2 70 a month . Call 
Jan 345- 2 1 1 3. 
---,.---,----�00 Needed , girl to sublease spr­
ing. Bath & half, Regency apt. 
Bloomfield complex. $95 mon­
thly. Call 345- 1 545.  
_________ 1 2/2 
One male subleaser needed 
for Spring semester. Your own 
bedroom in a 3 bedroom apart­
ment. Furnished, $ 1 25 a mon­
th.  Last months rent paid . Two 
blocks from campus. Call Scott 
348-5484. 
---,--------1 2/3 FOR SU BLEASE : Great 
home, furnished .. for 2 people. 
Great location , rent neg . 348-
1 7 1 9 . 
_________ 1 2/3 
Entire APT. FOR SUBLEASE 
- 3 people. Spring semester. 3 
blocks from campus. Water, 
cable and garbage included . 
Furnished . Call 345-2566. 
_________ 1 2/3 
Male subleaser needed for 
Spring semester. New apart­
ment built this summer; furnish­
ed, two blocks from campus. 
OWN ROOM . Call Kevin ,  348-
5634 . 
_________ 1 2/3 
FOR RENT 
IMMEDIATELY 
• 2 Bedrooms 
• 1 % Car Garage 
• Central Polk 
Street Location 
• Will Rent to 
Singles or Couples 
• $3 7 5  month 
Call 345-25 1 5  
or 345-2547 
Ask for Jasper 
68 Twelfth grader 
69 Bubble -
14 Smooched 
20 Let 
For Rent 
F R E E  KEG ! t o  whoever 
subleases Youngstowne Apt. 
N o .  1 0 0 8 .  U p s t a i r s ,  
downstai rs , d ishwasher, 
dispasal , 2 baths, balcony. 
Very nice. Need 4 people. Af­
fordable. 348-8684.  Tom, 
Rick or Kerry. 
_________ 1 2/3 
Two bedroom furnished 
apartment for spring . Two peo­
ple $2 60 ,  three people $300. 
1 04 1 7th St. Lease through 
August 1 5. Call 345-7 286. 
----------- -=--1 2/7 HEAT PAID in Pine Tree 
Apts. Need one male subleaser 
for spring semester. Ask for 
Rich 348-5544. 
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
House for rent - Spring 
semester - 3-4 girls . Located 1 
block from Old Main.  After 
5 : 00 call 348-8873.  
________ 1 2/8 
Furnished upstairs apart­
ment, separate entrance, 1 or 
2 students or married couple. 
Laundry facilities. Call 345-
9 7 7  4 or 345-29 1 9  after 5 
p . m .  
________ 1 2/7 
r7k�s. 
SPECIAL 
L i m ited 
offer 
Sign now! Move 
in  now or 2nd 
sem.  at d iscount 
rate of 
$90 per 
student. 
Ca l l  
345-9105 
cl ose to cam pus 
pool egameroom 
42 "I loved --ACROSS 
1 Hooter 
4 Rails  
9 Tent part 
1 3  Life sto. 
70 Unites 
7 1  Frozen rain 
72 Prof. Rhine ' s  
2 1  Fulfi l l  a basic 
need · 
. . .  " :  Wither 
47 Wood nymphs 
48 Clod 
14 Shoot forth 
15 What a 
wander luster 
needs to do 
16 Overcrowded 
bui lding 's need 
17 Ghost-dance · 
g roup 
' 18 Novelist  
Evelyn 's  
brother · 
19 O ld Faithful 
s i te  
22 Long periods 
23 B l ighted t ree 's 
need 
24 C i t i fi ed , 
27 I ncinerator 
product 
30 Edi son 
contemporary 
34 B i t e  
3 6  M e a n  fellow 
38 Homeless 
hippi e ' s  need 
39 B a l l room 
favorite,  with 
"The" 
43 Wal l ach or , 
Whitney 
44 Chatter 
45 Mourner's  
need 
46 Sonata 
movement 
49 Accomplice 
5 1  Hoboes ' needs 
52 Shred 
54· wanes 
56 Former 
executive 
uniform 
64 Wine valley 
65 Home of H. C .  
Andersen 
66 Caviar 
67 Nonagenarians 
specialty 
DOWN 
1 Mind 
2 Stratagem 
3 Lounge 
4 Give rise to 
5 State of E I ndia 
6 " Laugher" in 
sports parlance 
7 Reo or Essex 
8 British guns 
9 Chilled 
10 She gets �hat 
she wants 
1 1  State 
1 2  Dry measure 
24 Shade of brown 
25 First duke of 
Normandy 
26 Terry O ' Reilly 
is one 
28 Diver's need , 
at times 
29 Wheel part 
31 Chair-back 
piece 
32 Fastener 
33 Chisel s '  kin 
35 Loiter 
37 -- publics 
40 What a baby 
needs 
41 Fishing lure 
50 Steinbeck 
character 
53 Specious 
appearance 
55 Infatuate 
56 Consume in 
beaver fashion 
57 Fad 
58 Mimicked 
59 Nobility, in 
Ulm 
60 Hawaiian bird 
61 I m pulse 
62 Unlucky 
gambler's 
output 
63 What an R . N .  
m ight take 
See page 1 5  for answers 
Thursday's Class.If led ·ads Please report class1f1ed errors 1mmed1ately at 58 1 · 28 1 2 . A correct ad wi l l  appear in the n e x t  edit ion . U n less not i f ied . we cannot be responsi ble 
for an incorrect ad after i t s  f irst insert ion . 
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For Rent 
7th St. Four room (one 
bedroom) for 2-3. Fireplace, 
nice $ 1 85 plus Yt heat plus 
electric. 345-2203 after 5. 
_________00 
Female subleaser needed. 
Only 83. 75 I month. Will pay 
January rent. Michele 345-
1 672. 
• 
________ 1 2/2 
Female subleaser needed for 
spring semester. Nice house 2 
blocks from campus. Own 
bedroom with lots of closet �nd 
storage space i n c l u d i n g  
garage. For more information 
call Roxanne at 345-2 795.  
_______  1 2/ 1 0  
Male sublet - $90 I month . 
Own room I house. Block from 
campus. 348-5575.  
_;_ _______ 1 2/7 
Female needed to rent room 
in house. House in good condi­
tion, one block from campus. 
Has washer & dryer, fireplace, 
and dishwasher. Rent 1 05/mo. 
Call Cer1a at 348-5004 or 
348-1 768. 
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
For rent. Rooms in large 
house 2 blocks from Square, 
includes kitchen privileges, 
dishwasher, washer and dryer, 
color television , fireplace.  
$ 1 00.00 a month including 
utilities. Call Dave 345-5026. 
________ 1 2/9 
Male subleaser needed for 
Spring semeste r .  Three 
bedroom house block from 
campus. $87 per month . Yt 
utilities paid. 345- 1 595.  Ask 
for Mark. , 
________ 1 2/7 
Large 1 bedroom unfurnish­
ed. Downtown Charleston.  
$ 1 25 month. Phone 345-
2 1 5 1 . Ask for David . 
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
For Rent: 2 bdroom house 
7 1 4  4th St. For 3 or 4 people. 
Call Ron Courtney Realty 348-
8 1 46 .  
_________ 00 
Male subleaser for Spring 
semester, own bedroom, fully 
furnished, 2 bathrooms, large 
kitchen, 3 minutes from cam­
pus. $ 1 20 . 00 per month . Call 
Bob at 348-5524.  
________ 1 2/3 
Needed : Female subleaser 
for Spring semester. Lin­
colnwood Apts . Call 348-
5376. 
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
Unique , fully furnished apart­
ment for 2-5 girls to move in 
anytime after Dec . 1 7 .  Lease 
starts Jan . 1 5 . low utilities, 
negotiable rent , water and gar­
bage paid . Call 348- 1 592 
anytime. 
________ 1 2/6 
Office space , unfurnished , 
downtown Charleston. Phone 
345-2 1 5 1 . Ask for Da'ilid .  
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
Wanted : Male subleaser for 
Lincolnwood Apts. $90 per 
month . .  Call 348-5455 . 
________ 1 2/3 
For Rent 
Female subleaser needed for 
Pine Tree Apt. Landlord pays 
heat. Rent is negotiable. Geri 
345- 1 529.  
_________ 1 2/3 
ROOMS for guys or girls in 
big house on 7th St. Singles 
and doubles. Second semester 
$90/month . low utilities. Call 
Ron at CENTURY 2 1 , 345-
4488. ' 
_______ 1 2/ 1 0 
Transferring to U of I this Spr­
ing? Apartment for rent, 
suitable for 1 or 2 persons." Ex­
cellent location near campus. · 
Grocery store and laundry mat 
in back yard. Call after 4 : 00 
356-4690 . . 
_________ 1 2/3 
Sublease: Nice, 2 bedroom 
townhouse. Close to campus. 
Call 345-7753 or 345-5304. 
_______ 1 2/ 1 0 
Male subleaser needed: One 
month rent already ·paid. Close 
to campus. $ 1 05.00 month . 
· . 348-5836 . 
________ 1 2/3 
Trailor - 2 bedrooms $250 
mo. Call 367-4309 . Close to 
Eastern. 
-------'--- 1 2/ 1 0 
For sublease: 1 girt needed 
for private room in nicely fur­
n ished house. 1 block from 
c a m p u s .  F i r e p l a c e , 
dishwasher, air cond. ,  washer 
and dryer. Call 348-5004, ask 
for Kim or Debi.  
_________ 1 2/7 
For Sale 
Pre-Holiday Sale: Great for 
the Graduate, that someone 
special, or yourself. CROSS 
PENS . . .  all styles . . .  20% 
OFF. Only at Tokens, U niversi­
ty Village 345-4600 . 
_______ 1 2/ 1 0 
Fresh cut Christmas trees, or 
you may cut your own at Curtis 
Tree Farm located · 4 miles 
north of Ashmore. Follow signs 
we s t .  Also Fresh P i n e  
Wreaths, grave blankets, grave 
sprays and Roping.  Open 9 am 
til 9 pm. Sales lot 2 miles east 
of Charleston in Harrison St. 
Road, which we supply each 
week. Special large wreaths 
will be made on request. 
------,---1 2/ 1 0 
Amplifier. $ 1  Ob . Boys 1 0-
speed. $50. 348-5004 . 
________1 2/8 
Puzzle Answers 
0 W L - s  0 R A S I F L A P 
B I o •  s p R 0 U T I R 0 V E 
E L L .  p A I U T E I A L E C 
y E L L o w  s T' 0 N E p A R K 
--- E 0 N s -- s  A p ---
U R B A N •  A S H •  T E 5 L A 
M 0 R S E L • c  U R -- P A D 
B L U E D A N U  B E W A  L T Z 
E L 1 -- G A B  • s 0 L A C E 
R 0 N D o •  p A L •  B A T H S --• R A G -- E B B S ---
G R A y F L A N  N E L S U I T 
N A p A I 0 D E N S E •  R 0 E 
A G E D I S E N  I 0 R •  G U M 
W E  D S I 5 L E E T •  E S P 
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For Sale 
1 9" Zenith Black I white TV 
with stand .  $90. Moving must 
sel l .  581 -3 1 29 .  
________ 1 2/6 
STEREO: AM-FM radio, 8-
track, great condition,  call San­
dy 581 -567 1 . -
_________ 1 2/3 
TRS-80 Radio Shack com­
puter with cassette . player. 
Works good. Call after 1 :30.  
348-87 1 1 .  
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
Skiers Special : 1 65 cm 
Knefssel skiis, size 9 boots, 
1 50 Tyrolia bindings with 
Brakes, Barrecrafters pales, 
used only 2 seasons, call 
Audrey 5 8 1 -5275.  
_________ 1 2/7 
Hiking boots men's size 1 1  . 
Worn twice. new $60 - now 
$30 . 58 1 -54 1 3. 
________ 1 2/7 
C O M P A R E  T H E S E  
PRICES! ! !  Direct Reflecting 
Bose Speaker Systems. 901 
. IV's plus Matching Equilizer 
(Unlimited Power Handling 
Capacity) retailed at 1 , 32 5 . 00 
only 844 pr. ,  1 50 w/chan, Six 
Driver 601 ll 's retailed at 
890 . 00 only 609 pr, 1 00 
w/chan 50 1 Ill's retailed at 
680.00 only 469 pr . .• 301 l l 's 
60 w/chan, retailed at 360.00 
only 264 pr. 201 's normally 
sold at 262 only 1 94 pr. Save 
this ad! ! !  Prices good until 
Christmas! ! !  For more informa­
tion on Bose or to order COD 
call Jeff Luthe - 348-7535. 
Visa or Mastercard accepted! !  
Over C hristmas 6 1 8-456-
8998. 
________ 1 2/ 7  
For Sale 
Going t o  school,  leaving your  
budget short for clothing? Most 
clothing between $ 1 -5.  Clean 
name brands - five full rooms. 
PMS Budget Shop North Rte. 
49 in Kansas. Thursday - Fri­
day 1 0-3; Saturday 1 0-5. 
_________1 2/2 
Il luminated beer signs. $5 
and $ 1 0.  Make great X-mas 
presents. 58 1 - 6 1 40. 
-,-,--------1 2/2 Yamaha YP701 turntable I w 
Stanton 500EE cartridge. Ex­
c e l l e n t  condit ion . New 
$450 . 00 Wi l l  sacrifice for 
$200.00 . Call Carol 5 8 1 -
3626. 
---'------- 1 2/3 
Complete queen size 
waterbed $ 1 70 with heater. 
Mike 348-5580. 
________ 1 2/8 
For Sale: Dorm Refrigerator. 
$80. Call 345-7323. 
________ 1 2/2 
For the BEST PRICES 
AVAILABLE on over 50 Brands 
of car and home stereo Equip-
m e n t ;  B o s e , D C M , 
D i s c w as h e r ,  F o s g a t e , 
Genesis, Harmon I Kardon, 
JBL, Jenson, JVC , Maxell, Mit­
subishi ,  Nikko, Omnisonic, 
Phase Linear, Pioneer, SAE, 
Sansu i ,  Teac , Thore n s ,  
Visonik, and more ! ! !  Also Sony 
Walkmans, video gear, record­
a-cal l ,  VCR's, Projection TV's. 
Call Jeff 348-7535 . 
________ 1 2/7 
'78 Kawasaki KE 1 25 En­
duro, Good condition. Runs 
well , $450. 00 I best offer. Ask 
for Dan I Dale 348-53 7 7 .  
_________1 2/6 
FLASH 
Campus Interviews 
-Friday, December 3-
Kemper Insurance 
Systems Analyst 
-Wednesday, December 8-
CPI Business Telephone Systems­
Sales-Marketing or Management. 
CONTACT: 
The Placement Center 
immediately for an appointment 
-December Graduates-
DOONESBURY 
/Nfl.ATD/,MAN. 
A HAJ..F M!l­
J1JST lJON'T 
8llY IQHAT IT tJ5E/) TO . .  
' 
For Sale 
Rock 'n' Roll band dissolving. 
Musical equipment of all kinds 
for sale cheap. Call 345-9287. 
________ 1 2/ 1 0 
Pair of Humanic Ski Boots. 
Red & Black, size 1 1  . Very 
good condition.  $50.00. Call 
Bruce 345- 1 5 1 4. 
________ 1 0/2 
Lost and Fou nd 
FOUND: Set o f  keys with 
leather and Smurf soccer 
player key rings. Found on 
· South quad near Thomas. 
Phone 58 1 -5259. 
_________ 1 2/2 
LOST: Blue Eastern I llinois 
jacket at Marty's Saturday Nov. 
20. If found call 2934. 
________1 2/2 
1 5  
Lost and Found 
FOUND: Young stray cat in  
the vicinity of South 9th Street. 
Call 345-277 1 . 
_________ 1 2/3 
LOST : A gold charm 
necklace with about six charms 
on it. Sentimental value. If 
found please call 58 1 -5574. 
________1 2/3 
LOST: Taupe leather purse 
lost in Carman food service. No 
questions asked. 581 -397 4 .  . 
1 2/6 
LOST: Eastern ID & Driver's 
license in Tokens wallet. If 
found call Jane 2932.  
________1 2/2 
LOST : Black wallet 
somewhere between Andrews 
Hall & Regency apts. - If found 
call Chris 348-5562. 
________ 1 2/3 
Campus clips 
IVCF will hold a large group meeting Thursday, Dec . 2 at 7 : 00 
p . m .  in the Union Effingham Room. 
Phi Betll Lambda will spansor a Christmas party, including 
decorating of Blair Hall , Thursday, Dec . 2 at 5:00 p.m.  All those 
interested in participated should meet at Jeff's and bring tape , 
scissors and markers. 
OCSHA will meet Thursday, Dec. 2 at · 7 : 30 p.m.  in Union 
Neoga Room. Everyone welcome. 
Capltll  lnveatment Auoclatlon will meet Thursday, Dec . 2 at 
8 : 00 p.m.  in the Union Paris Room . Attendance mandatory. 
Student Home Economics Aaaoci.tlon will spansor the 
Charleston Food Pantry food drive Thursday and Friday, Dec . 2 
and 3. Non-perishable foods may be left in boxes in -AAE Room 
� 04 or 204. The drive will end Friday at noon. 
University of llllnola (Chicago) School of Dentistry represen­
tative Dr. Donald Rice will be available for informal discussions 
with students interested in dentistry careers, Thursday, Dec. 2 .  
Dr. Rice will also present "Dentistry as a Profession" at 7 : 00 p . m .  
in Life Science Room 201 . Those interested in talking personally 
with Dr. Rice should call the zoology department, 58. 1 -3 1 26 to 
schedule appaintments. 
The Spanish Club will meet Thursday, Dec . 2 at 6 : 00 p. m.  in 
Coleman Hall Room 1 O 1 . 
Betll Tau Upsilon will '  meet Thursday, Dec . 2 at 7 : 00 'p.m.  in 
the Union Paris Room . 
Women 's Student Caucus will spansor a seminar Thursday, 
Dec. 2 at 4 : 00 p . m .  in the Union Effingham Room. Susan Woods, 
health education , will present "Rape Awareness and Self­
Defense. "  
Student Councill for Exceptional Children will meet 
Thursday, Dec. 2 at 6 : 00 p . m .  in Coleman Hall .Auditorium . All 
members interested in running for offices must attend . 
Phi Gamma Nu will hold elections Thursday , Dec. 2 at 6 : 0 0  
p . m .  in Union Arcola-Tuscola Room . The convention committee 
will meet at 5 : 4 5 .  
Campus C lips are published daily, free o f  charge, a s  a public ser­
vice to the campus. Clips should be submitted to The Daily 
Ea.stern News office two business days before date to be publish­
ed (or date of event) . Information should include event, name of 
sponsoring organization (spelled out - no Greek letter abbrevia­
tions) .  date , time and place of event, plus any other pertinent in­
formation . Name and phone number of submitter must be includ­
ed . Clips containing conflicting or confusing information will not be 
run if submitter cannot be contacted. Clips will be edited for space 
available. Clips submitted after 9 : 00 a . m .  of deadline day cannot 
be guaranteed publication . Clips will be run one day only for any 
event. No clips will be taken by phone. 
'· 
-�-----�------------��-----------�---�------------- --
Thursday's ClasSlfled ads Please report classis1fed errors immediately at 581-2812. A correct ad wi l l  appear 1n the next  edi t io n .  U nless not i f ied.  we cannot be responsible 
for an incorrect ad after its f i rst  insert ion . 
t 6 De(.e mber 2 ,  t 9 8 2  The Dally Eastern N�ws 
Lost and Fou nd· Annou ncements Announcements 
Remember - lost-and-found 
ads are run three days FREE 
as a service to our readers! 
Please limit ads lo 1 5 words or 
less. 
_ _____ cOOh 
FOUND:  1 bike . Call 3357 
for details. 
-=========:=== 1 2/ 2  
A n nou ncements 
�.oary Kay Smith . . .  Wow! A 
:1ew TKE sis active . Many fu n  
t imes ahead .· KJF .  
_____ 1 2/2 
· To " Dormer Girl" JANEAN 
LONG : Tony !Xlys that you wil l  
lifi-•e a wondi:'rful B· day ! Love 
'")Ur "Double Dutch" roomie · 
:: indy. 
_____ 1 2t1. . 
Check out Kite's Klc.�hes 
K:oset downtown Charlt ;it)n. : 
We have 3 rooms of resalt able 
clothes for guys and 1.1e11s .  
Everything from t1;xedoes to 
turs . Wednesday thru Saturday 
1 - 5 or call 345-7 1 6 1 or 345· 
6 9 6 1 . Be sure and s ign up for 
a drawing and check out our 
20% off , -,ale unti l  December 
2 5 .  
_________ 1 2 / 2  
Rudolph suggests you buy 
your C hristmas Tree from the 
Sig Taus at 865 7th: Claus 
says they will be in  this even­
ing. 
_________ 1 2 1 2 
I 
You ought to be in PIC· Carpet your room with a rem-
fURES! Order pictures from nant, see · Carlyle Interiors 
;iour yearbook proofs taken by U nlimited, West Route 1 6 , 
Delma Studios. Quality pie· Open 8·6 Mon. ·Sat. , phone 
tures at a great price. 345· 7 7  46.  
_______ cTR- 1 2/9 00 
Congratulations Joy on going Have you or anyone you 
active! !  We're so proud of you ! know been sexually assaulted? 
Keep up the good work. Love, Free and confidential help is 
Alice and Jeff .  available. Call Women Against 
-=----,.---,.-- 1 2/2 Rape 345-2 1 62 .  - · 
Come on all Phi  Beta Lambda 1 2/ 1 0 
members let's decorate Blair Tokens is SECRET SANTA 
Hall tonight at 5 pm then party HEADQUARTERS. Christmas 
at Jeff's . 
· cards, inexpensive gift items, 
-=-------- 1 2/2 and plenty o
f Holiday candy. 
Tonite at Below Deck you Univers(ty Village. 345-4600. 
can get 3 7 oz . bottles of Pabst 1 2/ 1 0 
Blue Ribbon for $ 1 . 00 plus AMA Alert: All members are 
prizes all starting at 7 : 00. invited to begin the holiday 
_________ 1 2/2 season at Mike's Place, Dec . 
.TONIGHT at BELOW DECK .  3 ,  8 : 00 p m  at the AMA Annual 
Pre & post Basketball Game C hristmas Party. Tickets will be 
Party. 3· 7 oz . PBR for $ 1 . sold in the Union walkway Nov. 
Games , Prizes & Contest. 29 · Dec . 3 anytime between 
We're Pabst and we're coming 1 O am and 3 pm. 
on Strong .  1 2/3 
_________ 1 2/2 The first; the best, the 
Mr. Daniel T. Pedersen : Are original Sandman's Sleeptight 
you ready to throw down · Bed Tucking Service. 58 1 · 
tomorrow night? Hope no.  2 1 3 2 5 6 .  
is memorable ! Love , the morn· . .,...... _______ 1 2/3 
ing kid . Susie, Just when you 
thought it was safe to leave 
your room . . . you are hit by 
the Killer l . D .  and the F . S . S .  is 
trying to look through the vents 
in your door, either! Happy 
1 9th (Belated) Birthday! Your 
Scary Friends, K . K . K . M .  
________ 1 2/2 
Wally. Happy 21 st  birthday. 
You're the best brother I could 
ever ask for . Hope this birthday 
is a special one. You deserve 
:he very best. Love , Mary . 
_________ 1 2 /2 
Annou ncements Announcements Annou ncements 
Karen Alfino · You're the Congratulations new TKE Lit· 
best. Thanx for all you con- tie Sisters Actives. Way to go 
tributed during your term and Barb and Judy, you both make 
for being a great friend! Get me proud that I am your mom.  
ready for a wild weekend! Love Love, Rhonda. 
ya, Kelly. 1 2/ 2  
-�-------1 2/3 Fibix pix: Special birthday 
Attention DPMA Members: dedication: "Magic Power" . 
Th.ere will be a meeting Tues- Triumph. Laroo. 
day, Dec. 7 at 7 pm. in Phipps 1 2/ 2  
Lecture Hal l .  T h e  guest Brother Snyde · Tiller of soi l ,  
speakers wi l l  be Carol Good· Friend� to trees, why does Jeff 
man and Dave Shields, recent look like a zombie? Keep up 
· graduates of EIU . the good work . .  
________ 1 2/6 1 2/2 
The Suzan Bayar movie of Problem Pregnancy? Bir· 
the month : "The Ital ian thright cares. Free Testing. 
Stallion" .  3 4 8 ·  8 5 5 1  M o n d a y  
_________ 1 2/2 Thursday, 3 - 7 .  
Terri , Happy 22nd.  Don't 1 2/ 1  o 
drink with Neil .  He knows what Collegiate Business Women!  
you're like after a few. Kevin .  Rem: the wrapping party is  
......,._.:..._ ______ 1 2/2 tonight at 6 : 00 in BH 1 07 . 
Congrats Kimmy Jr. ! Your 1 2/2 
parents are very proud of you ! Kathi !  Hi! I just wanted to say 
_________1 2/2 this is Kathi .  No! Kathi ,  thanks 
Gramps Grams SINGING for being the person you are . 
TELEGRAMS! ·Songs for any And . . .  star, star, star. P .S .  
occasion. P ie  in face available . We have to remember B . B .  
$5 . 00 .  345- 2 9 1 7 .  1 2/2 
________ 1 2/ 1 0 · Robin Vallentine Con· 
S P O R T Y '  S ! U p s t a i r s  gratulations on becoming a 
available for Christmas parties. TKE Lil sis active. Best wishes 
Any day of the week. 345· KJF .  
5848. ________ 1 2/2 
_________ 1 2/3 
Phi Beta Lambda members 
let's deco.rate Blair Hall tonight 
at 5 pm . Afterwards, party at 
Jeff's. 
My turbin is orange, my ar· 
rows are red ,  I live in the 
swamp,  my name is ' 'The 
Head" . · 
_________ 1 2/2 
Congratulations new TKE LJt. 
tie Sister Actives. All of you cld 
an excellent job. 
________ 1 2/2 
Do you frequent the locll 
barscene? If. so become one of 
the few the proud, the Sinalh­
ed the Eastern Illinois Barftlell 
For info call 5862.  
________ 1 2/2 
Janean Anne Long, Have 1 
super 2 0th Birthday. Love, 
S . M .S. 
________ 1 2/2 
Hey Dan • what do DJ's have 
for breakfast on their blr· 
thdays? Buckwheats? 
________ 1 2/2 
Marie Barker, I love you very 
much ! Thanks for coming to 
see me. We're going to have a 
great time together! Love, 
Russ. 
1 2/3 
Keep up the good work 
Alpha Garn pledges! We love 
you, Your Sisters. 
_______ 1 212 
Meri and Dianne, thanks for 
the decorations. You Tri Siga 
are great! 
________ 1 2/2 
Tom : Friday night · party • 
awesome! Fer sure! Laura P.S. 
Thanks for Krackers! 
________ 1 2/2 
C . P . B .  · Tues. night was fun. 
Let's do it on the 50 yard line 
next time. -C .. S. 
________ 1 2/2 
Exrra Light Beer from Pabst. Taste it. You'll find its a little less filling and . a lot more 
refreshing than o_ther light beers. Plus, it has only 70 calories in 12 ounces. 
' ' Distr ibuted by B. Mansfield Co. Effi ngham ' ' 
' . 
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Deck the halls- Unusual gift tips · , Mailing gifts earlI residence, that is for unique people saves time, troub e 
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Residence halls begin variety of Christ111as festivities 
by Sheila Billerbeck 
Deck the halls with boughs of holly, 
fa la la la la, la la la la! 
With Christmas only a few weeks 
away, many students are probably anx­
i ously awaiting the end of finals to 
return home for the holidays. 
However, Eastern's residence halls 
have already begun to set the season at­
mosphere at students' home away from 
home. 
Andrews Hall will have a window­
painting contest, Cindy Summary, hall 
president, said . Residents also will 
decorate the lobby with lights and a 
tree to hold the annual Christmas par­
ty. 
. Each floor will have parties and gift 
exchanges and Santa has been asked to 
appear at a Christmas dinner. 
Chris tmas caroling to area nursing 
homes will be the main activity for 
Ford .Hall , hall president Bob Shockley 
said. Residents also will be par-
. ticipating in floor decorations and 
planning a Christmas tree for the lob­
by . 
East Hall residents are planning a 
romantic celebration of the holidays by 
sitting around the fireplace with 
friends for their Christmas party, Jeff 
Gebauer, hall president, said . 
President Lynn Lippoldt said Taylor 
Hall will sponsor a Christmas dance 
and residents will give up one meal for 
the needy. 
Ice cream socials , all-hall gift _ex­
changes and a decoration party top off 
the list  of events for Lawson Hall , 
Laura Beatty, hall president, said . 
Pemberton Hall is planning a tree­
trimming · party, along with a 
Christmas party, hall president Julie 
Ohm said . 
� 
� 
� 
� 
A vespers service will follow the 
Christmas meal and another party is 
scheduled for resident hall employees 
and custodians . 
· President Laura Marshall said Car­
man Hall will have a trim-a-limb tree­
trimming party, window painting con­
test and a Christmas party with vesper 
services . Residents also plan to sing 
Christmas carols at area nursing 
homes . 
· 
Carman Hall residents also will play · 
a " Secret Santas" game, in which 
students will act as Santa for each 
other, buying anonymous gifts, until 
their identity is discovered at the end of 
the week . 
Douglas Hall residents are planning 
on donating money to the Salvation 
Army, David Kolmer, hall president, 
said . They also will decorate the food 
service with streamers and have music 
to prepare for the Christmas dinner . 
Door decorating and an all-hall 
Christmas party will kick off the 
holidays for McKinney Hall , hall presi­
dent Nancy Pingel said . 
Thomas Hall residents will offer 
their services to the Coles · County 
Department of Aging to assist the 
elderly in shoveling snow, Steve Long, 
hall president, said . 
President Kim Morris has a variety 
of ·activities set for Lincoln Hall . 
Residents will carol in the halls and will 
have a decorating patty and a 
Christmas party for all residents . 
Weller Hall will have a Christmas 
party and tree, Teresa Collard, hall 
president , said. 
Stevenson Hall is planning a 
Christmas dinner and breakfast, Cindy 
Williamson, hall president, said. 
� Levi Flannel  Shirts . . . . . . . . . .  2 0 %  off 
� Levi J eans . . . . . . . . . . 2 0 %  off : . �antzen & M ilwaukee 
0 � Knit Sweaters . . . . . . . . . . . 30 Vo off 
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� 
� 
� 
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� 
� 
� 
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� 
407 L inco l n  Avenue 
Hooded Sweatshirts 
for the whole fami ly 
Boys 
Ages 2- 1 8 
Adults 
S-M-L-XL 
R on & Sue Leat hers - Owners 
0 
Churches plan holiday services 
by Paula Davis 
Several area churches have schedul­
ed Chrisi.mas services for students who 
will be staying on campus over the 
holidays or for students wishing to at­
tend services earlier . 
Wesley United Methodist Church, 
2202 Fourth St . ,  will hold a candlelight 
communion for students and members 
at 7 : 30 p .m.  Dec. 1 5  in the church 
sanctuary. The church has also 
scheduled two candlelight services for 7 
and 1 1  p .m.  Christmas Eve in the sanc­
tuary. 
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 902 
Cleveland Ave. , will hold a service at 
5 : 30 p .m.  Dec . 1 2 .  The service will be 
followed by a candlelight dinner at 
6 : 30 p.m.  Students are . welcome at no 
charge, a church spokesman said. 
The First Presbyterian Church, 3 1 1  
Seventh S t . , h a s  sc�1eduld a 
candlelight service at 7 : 30 p.m. 
Christmas Eve. 
The Newman Community Center 
will be giving a midnight mass 
Christmas Eve at the St. Chari 
Catholic Church, 909 Lincoln Ave. 
The church .has also scheduled servi 
for 5 p .m.  Christmas Day and 8 and I 
a.m.  Dec . 26 at St. Charles . 
The Christian Campus Ho 
(Fellowship) , 223 1 S .  Fourth St. ,  in 
vites students to j oin them as they car 
around the area beginning at 7 :30 p.m 
Dec. 8. The church will hold 
Christmas service at 6:30 p .m.  Dec . 12. 
On the Cover Supplement Staff 
The cover of section one is a photo Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  El ise Dinq 
by Fred Zwicky of the symbol of Assistant . . . .  : . . . . . .  Dana Eastrid 
Christmas ..... a real , decorated tree . Photo editor . . . . . . . . . Brian Ormist 
Featured on the cover· of section two is , Art director . . . . . . . . . .  Tim Brode · 
a photo by Brian Ormiston of Santa and Copy desk . · . . . . . . .  Sheila Billerbeck, 
two admirers through a window . Carl Pugli 
{;trow 
s;.,,<> • 0 .. . 
'1\Tolma��. 
1 btiginatel 
FA M I LY STE A K  HOUSE 
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ieman-MarcU:s offers gift ideas for that fussy person 
Eastridge 
s that time of year again-the 
n to be jolly and make Christmas 
fists. 
, those dreaded Christmas lists. 
person always seems to be left 
: the person who has everythin_g, 
nothing, but expects something. 
e Nieman-Marcus department 
of Dallas , Texas has a few sugges­
for the person who has 
'ng.  
or openers, is  there a vegetarian 
a sweet tooth on your list? Give 
Nieman-Marcus' version of peas 
carrots . The "peas" are actually 
t flavored candy, mixed with 
ge flavored "carrot" cubes . Two 
ds of very realistic looking "peas 
carrots , "  packed in a canning jar, 
$ 15 .  
The archaeologist o n  your list may 
" a skeleton sachet for his closet . 
skeleton, priced at $25 , stands five 
tall and is constructed of brown 
on and polyester with satin 
ints" made of ribbon. 
inflatable man may be · the 
ect present for the lonely gift reci­
t. Besides being a good listener, the 
.SO blow-up companion can pro­
a useful service as a passenger for 
oman traveling alone in a car. Best 
all , he doesn't talk back . 
For the student who needs solid 
'shment after a semester' s  ex­
Area stores offer popular gift tips 
by Terri Sternau 
It' s  that time of year again and 
Christmas is just around the cor­
ner, bringing with it that age-old 
question of what gifts to buy for 
friends ·and loved ones . 
Merchants in the Charleston­
Mattoon area who were questioned 
recently agreed that the shopping 
season has begun and listed several 
items they have found to be 
popular sellers, based on sales so 
far this season. 
A spokesman from Bendicts 
Well-Worth, 6 1 3  Monroe Ave . ,  
said electronic games as well as 
E.T. , Pac Man and Annie items 
are the best-sellers this season. 
Pac Man is this year' s  video 
rage, the spokesman said. In the 
Pac Man video game, the Pac Man 
tries to gobble dots , dodge 
monsters and score bonus points 
before he is caught by a monster. 
E.T.  is the lovable extra­
terrestrial that found fame at 
theaters across America this sum­
mer, while Annie is the adorable 
freckle-faced orphan who finally 
found a real home in the hit broad-
way play "Annie. "  
A salesman from Sears Roebuck 
in the Cross County Mall in Mat­
toon agreed that video and elec­
tronic games were very popular 
this year, as well as other Pac Man 
and Smurf items. The number one 
selling appliance this season is the 
microwave oven, the salesman 
said. 
For a more personal gift, the 
Mar-Chris Gift Shop at 506 Sixth 
St. is offering the traditional 
season bestsellers, including hand­
made tree ornaments, jewelry and 
crystal stemware, a spokesman 
said . 
A salesman from Spurgeon's  
Department Store, 523 Seventh 
St . ,  said Smurf items are selling 
fast, along with textured fuzzy 
bear pins . For a more practical 
gift,  leg warmers are a favorite gift 
idea this year, especially for the 
college student, the salesman add­
ed. 
All area merchants agreed that 
now is the time to get a head start 
on Christmas shopping and beat 
the rush. Most of the stores in and 
around Charleston will be offering 
extended store hours in December, 
including evenings and Saturdays . 
ce solely on liquid, 4 pounds of three flavors-Chablis , Burgundy and shot glasses are concealed in the stick . 
whiskey cake may be welcome. extra-dry chaqipagne. For those on your list who have 
cake's most active ingredient is 1 6  The suave man who has everything everything plus expensive tastes, 
ces of Irish whi�key. It costs may find hidden values in Nieman- Nieman-Marcus has lots of sugges-
.SO.  Marcus' walking stick . Along with the tions . 
To aid in facing the bathroom mir- physical support a cane may provide, Perhaps a ruby necklace, including 
on those mornings after, wine this walking stick,  priced at $ 1 45 ,  adds 37 carats in diamonds and l l O earats in 
ored toothpaste is available.  A set a bracer. A glass vial, suitable for rubies (and priced at $ 1 35 ,000) might 
three tubes, costing $ 1 2, includes holding liquid refreshment, and two appeal to someone on your list. Mat-
ching earrings are also available for 
$18 ,000. 
Romantics on your list should ap­
preciate a conaominium on the 
Hawaiian island of Kauai. Homes will 
be constructed on the Hanalei Planta­
tion, the site of filming for the movie 
" South Pacific. "  The $ 1 ,200,000 price 
tag includes furnishings, interior 
decorations, sunsets and a view of the 
ocean. 
The sedentary person who has 
everything will sink blissfully into the 
recliner that has everything. 
The leather-padded recliner comes 
equipped with stereo cassette, AM-FM 
radio, color television, a wireless 
telephone, light show and a thernos 
faucet system. · Delivered and instal • ..:d, 
the recliner costs $32,000. 
At the opposite end of the scale, 
athletes on your list will enjoy this 
year ' s  Nieman-Marcus His/Her 
Gift-the LaserTour by Perceptronics. 
A microcomputer coordinates a 
video disc player/large screen television 
set with an · attached electronic 
exerciser/bicycle. The video disc pro­
vides a view of a country setting for the 
rider's  "bicycle tour, " while the com­
puter matches the video disc's  speed 
with the speed of the rider's  pedaling. 
For $20,000 a bicycle enthusiast can 
pedal through the winter in comfort. 
And, of course, for the dog who has 
everything, Nieman-Marcus presents 
t h e  l a t e s t  . i n  c a n i n e  
fashion-sunglasses. Besides com­
plementing any dog's chic wardrobe, 
the sunglasses offer the dog's eyes pro­
tection from sun, wind and dust par­
ticles. Glasses are available in S, M, 
and L sizes and cost $32 . 50.  
�#;£i.:-����;�itllfl"h����_,.��t'�fC'"�F��'-ffe-:.a�����������dlld'lirld
La Boutique aQd JUQior JoJ11t. 
at 305 W.  Lincoln 
say 
Best Wislles for a Happy Holiday Seaso11 
Choose From Our Selection of � 
M isses Sizes 
On Sale: 
Jeans 
6 - 2 0 
Jr .  Sizes 
3 - 1 31 
Early Fal l Dresses 
Early Fal l Coordi·nates 
I 
Blouses 
Jeans 
Skirts 
Gifts 
Formals 
Sweaters 
Handbags 
Accessories 
Hours :  Mon . -Sat. 
9-6 
345-93 1 3 
We accept 
Visa and Mastercard 
. I 
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Many sights could b e  seen in Chicago as Christmastime i n  the city 
began the day after Thanksgiving .  Clockwise from left , shoppers c� 
. Street in an attempt to begin and finish their Christmas shopping in one 
. idea many stores are offering this year is a jar packed with " E .T. " can 
" E . T . "  doll ; Chicago Christmas decorations are seen from the top 
Tower Place; and a sign of Christmas cheer is seen in a crowd braving 
see the city'$.Cbristml:)S tree l it .  ( Photos by Brian Ormiston) 
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i SOAR With The EAGLE 
• 
� Stop By and See Your Banker, 
-
-
-
-
-
-
··--
-
••··· -
-
-
···-
�ta Claus Gary· Marquis 
·For a 2nd Semester 
l l l i no.is Guaranteed Loan . 
� Looking for A Loan --
···-- Go to 
··--
-·-
� EAGLE BANK -
-
-� They require . 
··--
- No Bank Affi l iation 
No Charleston Residency. 
Two Locations 
0 M ain Office : 6th & Buchcanon --
!!' Branch : "B" Street & Lincoln 
�t!t!t!O!  !O!O!t!t! !t! !t!O!O!O!t!O !O!O�t!t!O !O!t!t!t!t!t 
hristmastime 
· in the city · 
� 
--- . 
345-4404 
A DECEMBER SPECIAL 
just for you from · 
Taco Gringo 
Bowl of Chili .............. $1.00 
Scoop of Chi Ii ....... · ........ $ .40 
The week of FINALS 
Sancho or Burri to only...... $ 1 . 00 
OPEN: 
41 Video Games! 
· Featuring: 
• Moon Patrol 
• Joust 
• Tutankum 
• Naughty Boy 
• Zaxxon 
• Ms.PacMan 
On Route 1 6 between 
Wendy's and Carter's 
Mon.-Thurs. l 0 o.m.-12 p.m. 
Fri.&Sat. lOa.m .  -1 a.m. 
Sun. 1 p.m.-12 p.m. · 
Have a Merry Christmas! 
.I 
I 
I 
I 
• 
• 
I 
I 
\_ 
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Christnias rush headaches, rudeness can be avoided 
Only a scrooge would deny that 
Christmas is a time of peace, joy and. 
goodwill toward men. However, these 
three elements are typically lost in the 
shuffle of Christmas shopping and 
often are replaced by confusion, 
rudeness and headaches. 
Although several friends have con­
fided in me while grinning from ear to 
ear that they finished their Christmas 
shopping weeks ago, I must admit I 
have not even so much as purchased 
�hat annual box of perfumed soap for · 
Aunt Mabel. 
It's not that I haven't begun con-, 
.;idering what presents I woulq like to 
give tltis year. But every time I think of 
putting on my coat to make the trek to 
the department stores, I am plagued 
Personal Ille: 
Elise Dinquel 
with horrible memories of past 
Christmas shopping . experiences . 
Why is it that: 
• Most department stores are kept 
even warmer than Booth Library, so 
shoppers must either sweat or carry 
their bulky coats? 
• Sale items are almost always hidden 
so well that no sales personnel will even 
admit to ever having heard of ,the item? 
I once spent two hours tracking down a 
half-priced fur-lined .shower cap only 
to find out it was located in- the 
automotive department because it 
doubled as a steering wheel cover. 
• Department store aisles are almost 
always so close together shoppers must 
hold their breath to fit in long enough 
to look at certain items? I have found 
this to be especially true in the toy 
departments, where shoppers must also 
deal wit� crazed children who act as 
though they have never seen an E.T. 
pogo stick before. 
These unpleasantries could be 
tolerated, however, if every person 
who Christmas shops would first make 
a vow to smile through the experience 
and be prepared to repeat two little 
words: "Excuse me." 
The words should be delivered 
politely, not Steve Martin 
many instances. 
For example, wouldn't it make 
Christmas a little cheerier to simply 
smile and say "excuse me" when two 
people suddenly reach for the same 
perfume tester bottle than to shout, "I 
hope you break it!"? 
This advice (or plea) may seem out­
wardly simple or silly, but common 
courtesy is too often forgotten in the 
rush to get the shopping done. And if 
the heat, the Salvation Army bells or 
the experience as a whole begins to 
make you grumpy, step outside for a 
breath of air before continuing. 
You'll feel better and so will the next 
person you meet head-on in one or 
those skinny aisles. 
Charleston postniaster urges niailing packages early 
by Melanee Collsen IA 01· • Put a slip of paper with the reci- • Position addresses. on packages The tradition of remembering long- P I pient's name and address inside parcels properly by putting the recipient's ad-distance friends with card� and gifts at lit in case the outside wrapping is torn. dress in the lower right portion of the 
C)uistmas can be more rewarding for • Remember letter size standards re- package. Put a return address in the 
the sender, receiver and mailman if quire that envelopes be at least 3 1/2 in- upper left hand corner. Remove all 
senders take the time to correctly wrap ches high and S inches long to be ac- other labels from the box. 
and address the pieces of mail. cepted for mailing. • Irreplaceable items, such as cash 
"Normally we handle about 30,000 for gifts that must travel long distances • Cushion the contents of packages and other valuables, should be sent by 
pieces of mail a day, including cards, by Christmas." including all sides, top and bottom, registered mail. 
letters and packages, but during the The Charleston post office offers the with newspapers, making sure there is Isbell also- noted that the post office 
holiday season volume goes up to following tips for holiday mailing to no empty space in the box. Commer- offers Express Mail Next Day Service 
50,000 pieces,'' Charleston postmaster help make sure cards and packages ar- dally available foam shells or air- for the last-minute shopper. 
Jim Isbell said. · rive on time and in good condition: pocket padding· also make good "With Express Mail, customers can 
The Christmas rl!sh begins around • Properly address cards and cushioning materials. reach many cities from our town," 
Dec. 6, Isbell noted. packages with the name, house number • Seal parcels with one of three Isbell said. 
"The key to successful holiday mail- . and street clearly labeled. The city, recommended types of tape: pressure A package mailed by 5 p.m. one day 
·ng is to mail early and correctly," he state and ZIP code should be reserved sensitive, nylon-reinforced kraft paper, can reach the addressee by 3 p.m. the 
added. "That includes planning now for the last line. or glass-reinforced pressure sensitive. following day, he added. 
---------------------� . I 
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL I 
I · with this coupon ask for a I 
1 14'' THICK CRUST PIZZA I 
I and get it for the price of a thin crust pizza I I �"'; FREE QT. Coke FREE delivery I 
!! Jr(:_) Good ior Ona Pizza - Carry Out or Delivery · 1 
I � ADDUCCl'S · · � I ""� -; _ Pizza & Italian Restaurant I � 716 Jackson, east 9f Square I I Open 4:00 p.m. 345-9194, 345-9393 I 
8--------------------------· 
�-------------------------� 
I Let Us elp With I I Your Christmas I I Shopping! I 
I To Mother: .......... Solid a;ass bowel I 
1 or candlestick ! I To D�d: .......... Lamp or wheely deal I 
I or silk-screened painting ft I To Sis: ..... Christmas wall-hanging I 
I or brass angel I I To Kid Brother:. . . . . . . . Wooden Toys I 
1 N IN.ISHE 
·I. � TUES-SAT. 10-5 
DOWNTOWN I Nf INISHED CHAILHTON I 
h•------------------------� 
hls Chris�� them a bod< 
,they can -reallY Sink their teeth into. 
PA - 12 West Lincoln Ave. Charleston, Ill. Mceonar 34a.021s 
Calender is now worth over 6.00 
Thursda , December 21 t 982 
This Week is Coupo� Week at 
Coupons good only at the Charleston Osco Drug 
CUPandSAVE 
. ; 1J Christmas Gulde 
1 .. 
1. . ...1.' ,. ' 
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Thursda , December 2, t 982 
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Carols celebrate 
holiday season 
for many years 
by Shella Billerbeck 
Carol-(kar-el}: a traditional song 
of joyful character, usually associated 
with a religious or seasonal festival, 
such as Christmas. 
Ac:.:ording to tradition, the first 
Christmas carols were sung by the 
angels who announced the birth of 
Christ to the shepherds in Bethlehem. 
But according to . the Encyclopedia 
Brittanica, carols -as we know them to­
day originaled during the Middle Ages. 
The word "carol" comes from a 
French round dance known as a carole. 
The people of old England performed 
song and dance caroles to celebrate the 
shortest days of winter. 
The birthplace of the popular 
Christmas custom of singing carols 
began in Italy, where St . Francis of 
Assisi led songs in praise of the Christ 
child . After a religious service, church 
members would continue their songs of 
worship on the way home, beginning 
the practice of street caroling. 
In England, carols reached their 
height of popularity in the 1 5th cen­
tury. More than 500 English carols 
from that century still survive today. 
The earliest printed Christmas carol, 
the Boar's Head Carol ( 1 521), i� still 
sung annually at Balliol College in Ox­
ford, England. 
I. The custom of singing carols declin­etl during the middle of the 1 7th cen­
tury, due to Puritan disapproval of 
feasts and celebrations� In the late 1 7th 
and early 1 8th century, carols · were 
looked upon as inferior forms of 
poetry and were neglected by most peo- · 
pie. 
It wasn't until the 1 9th century when 
carols were revived by the movement 
of the Angelican Church of the Ox­
ford, an organization which emphasiz­
ed religious traditions . 
Today, many Christian countries 
have their own Christmas carols. 
In Germany - they are called 
Weinachtslieder and in France they go 
by the name of noels. Many of today's. 
popular carols were originally written 
in another language. 
Among the best-known and favorite 
:arols of today include the Latin 
·'Adeste Fideles (0 Come, All Ye 
Faithful)" and the German "Stille 
\;acht, · Heilige Nacht (Silent Night, 
t:foly Night)." 
. 
Popular American carols include "0 
Little Town of Bethlehem" and "It 
'":ame Upon A Midnight Clear." 
Si;!veral Eastern studen..ts said they 
plan to keep up the tradition and 
spread the good word o(Christmas by 
.. aroling on campus. 
R:>sidents of Ford and Carman halls 
arc ,:·lcmning to carol at local nursing 
om es, Bob Shockley and Laura Mar-
· hall , hall presidents, said. 
Residents of Lincoln Hall will also 
perform carols for hall residents, Kim 
Morris, hall president, said . 
Christmas Trees 
freshly cut, 
locally grown pines 
Sturgeon's 
Tree Farm 
4 % miles from Charleston 
East on Rt. 1 6 
Wreaths, Swags and roping -
Open Daily 9- 7 
345-68 1 5  
2 The Dall Eastem N 
Tips Qffered for hontentade decorations 
by Dana Eastridge 
Finding money for Christmas 
decorations is frequently a problem for 
college students, but that doesn't mean 
students have to give up decorating. 
Diane Ridgeway, Union Craft Depot 
coordinator, has a few suggestions for 
inexpensive, homemade decorations. 
A German bell may be easily con­
structed and requires few materials. 
Oragam• paper, a type of paper 
made especially to be folded, is ex­
cellent for this purpose, Ridgeway 
said, 
To construct the bell, a square piece 
of paper is needed. Any size is possible, 
as long as it is large enough to be fold­
ed easily. 
The paper is folded· in half from top 
to bottom and sharply creased. Un'fold 
the paper and fold it in half from side 
to side, crease and unfold. 
· 
The next step is to fold the paper 
diagonally from the top righthand cor­
ner to the bottom lefthand corner, 
crease and unfdld. Repeat this step 
working in the opposite direction, 
from top left to bottom right. 
Now take the bottom righthand cor­
ner and fold it so the bottom edge 
meets the diagonal line running at a 45-
degree angle to it, crease and unfold. 
This step must be repeated with each 
corner. 
When the folding is finished, each 
side should have an isoceles triangle 
formed at the bottom. 
Push the triangle up so the four 
edge-points touch to form one point 
and straighten out the bottom of the 
bell so it is reasonably flat. 
The four points may be glued 
together and a string poked through 
the top so th� bell can be hung from the 
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Christmas tree. 
Ridgeway also said she recommends 
a braided wreath as an inexpensive and 
simple decoration. 
The wreath is created from cloth 
tubes, stuffed with material and braid­
ed together to form a circle. A bow is 
tied to the bottom as a decorative 
touch. 
Materials needed for the wreath in­
clude three cloth strips, 3 1 12 to 4 in­
ches wide, and rags, old hosiery or 
polyester filler to be used as stuffing. 
The length of the cloth strips deter­
mines the size of the wreath. For a 
diameter of 1 foot, the strips should be 
42 inches long. 
Another piece of fabric, 36 by 1 I in­
ches, is needed for the bow. 
The first step is to fold each cloth 
strip lengthwise, wrong' side out. Sew 
along the edge and also one end, leav· 
ing the other end open so the tube can 
be stuffed. Turn the tube right side 
out. . 
Now stuff each tube so that it is 
packed solidly, then sew up the open 
end. 
Pin the three tubes together at one 
end, then braid. 
Sew the ends together to form the 
wreath. If three different types of 
material are used, sew the correspon­
ding ends together. 
The bow is made by hemming the re­
maining piece of fabric's edges, then 
tying a bow. When a satisfactory shape 
is achieved, sew the bow onto the 
.wreath over the joint made when the 
wreath was sewn together. 
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� TO COIN A PHRASE, SANT AS "There ARE Books for Everyone" from classic to bestseller to YOUR @ � OWN FAVORITE "read" (Don't forget our own JY Kelly's EMMALINE LETTERS, Guernsey's JANUARY 
� THAW!) & YES. Virginia, YOU CAN "One Stop Shop"! From DELL 494 Pursebooks to PHOTOGRAPHS @ FOR THE CZAR & THE DICT. OF MOD. ECON (at $35) to the "big" $59.95 WEBSTER (&a houseful in- @ � between) DO IT ALL at @ 
� · THE LINCOLN BOOK SHOP @ � Sixth & Buchanan @ � "One Block North of Old Main" @ � WHAT'S ON YOUR LIST? Cookbooks? Childrens books (Uncle Shel's GIVING TREE anyone?) GAR-
� FIELD? Coloring Books? (Try Peterson's new BIRDS, WILDFLOWERS!) OR write your own! Use and @ �- "Empty Book" Pick a UNICORN (6 to choose from!) or (Green Tiger) TEDDY BEAR CALENDAR! Go for @ � It! (Add TEDDY BEAR Christmas Cards, TEDDY napkins IN TEDDY paper!) then top it all off with a MAR-
� ZIPAN Candy Bar! YOU CAN. 
. @ 
� 
"where the books are" DAILY 9-5, Saturdays 10·4 (closed Sundays) 345-6070 @ 
��eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee�eeeee� 
Students get/lfu·sseron campus! 
I ),,,i�nc·r lr.imc'' inc U( r·: 
JORDACHE 
BILL BLASS 
SOPHIA LOREN 
QUINTESSENCE 
GEOFFREY BEENE 
OSCAR DE LA RENT A 
DOROTHY HAMILL 
HANG TEN 
-�()// ( ()flfd( " iii' 
BAUSCH r. LOMB .fT' 
i 
--····--·------- . ---
� The Weisser Student* Discount Plan: 
1 $20 OFF all types of contact lenses on initial fitting 
• • Choow hard or .,ofl ll'tN ., 
• Try soft contact.1 FRLI 111 uur office 
2 33 % OFF regular price of complete glasses. • • Choose from any of our cle�ignC'r frames 
• l'roicssion,1/ eye c•x.imination dVdilab/e . 3 ONLY $49 for selected single vision glasses. 
• • l'ric c• in< Juell'� frames, clear glass len�e� ,incl cfopl'11.1ing foe 
.::, Offer avai I able to Easte�n, Lakeland, and surrounding schools. 
DECEMBER BONUS: $1 o OFF all glasses wHh examination. . . 
•Just bring in this ad! 
WEISSER OPTICAL 
528 W. Uncoln • Charleston 
345-2527 
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anukkah celebration 
lsO-set in December-� 
Imes Talley 
o celebrations take place during 
month of December, although one 
the holidays may not be as well 
as Christmas. 
ukkah, a festival 1ii the Jewish 
n, is known as the "Festival of 
ording to Jewish legend as writ­
in "Jewish Holidays" by Margaret 
, the Syrians ruled over the 
h people more than 2,000 years 
in the land now known as Israel. 
Syrians believed in the Greek 
'on, in which the Jews did not par­
te. 
Syrians' king, Antiochus, tried 
force the Jews to give up their 
'on and worship the Greek g.ods. 
tiochus sent his soldiers into the 
les of the Jews and had them 
ter pigs as a gift to Zeus and set 
statue of him on the Jewish alter. 
temple, which was a holy shrine, 
no longer pure. 
tiochus then sent his soldiers back 
the temples, where they either. 
or destroyed the beautiful art 
of the Jewish religion. 
y Jews were then tortured and 
· h women and children were sold 
slavery. · 
owever, one Jewish family, the 
bees, would not tolerate such 
vior. The Maccabees escaped to 
mountains and formed an army to 
e the Syrians. . 
e Syrians attacked them many 
, sometimes even riding elephants 
into battle. But the Jewish people 
fought back with bows and arrows. 
Even though the Maccabees were 
outnumbered, they were able to sue- . 
ceed in defeating the Syrian army by 
the countless ambushe� on the Syrian 
troops. 
When the war was over, the Mac­
cabees and their troops returned to 
Jerusalem to see what damage the 
Syrians had done to their temples. 
They were heartbroken to see statues 
of Greek gods and goddesses 
everywhere. Dirt and pig's blood 
covered the floor and the alter was 
smashed, but the Jews began to rebuild 
their temple to its original form. 
According to the legends that came 
out of these events, when the Jews tried 
to light the menorah, which is either an 
oil burning lamp or a candlelabrum us­
ed in Jewish worship, they found only 
one flask of oil left that would last just 
one night. 
The next visit by the man who sold 
them oil was still eight days away, 
causing the Jews great despair. 
But by some miracle, the oil in the 
lamp lasted eight days until the new oil 
arrived. ' _ 
Because of this miracle, Hanukkah 
is celebrated in the home for eight 
days, with a new candle lit every day 
until eight candles bum together on the 
menorah. 
This year, Hanukkah begins at 
nightfall Dec. 11 and ends at nightfall 
Dec. 19. 
. 
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to all who participated 
In the Christmas 
Supplement 
Christian Campus 
Fellowship 
Sunday Worship 
10:30 a.m. 
December& 
7:00 p.m. 
---�--------,, I First Presbyterian I 
I ·Church I I 7th & Madison I 
I .<."u1tCll•ln·r1tE'..:. I 
'f I !$ !f� I 
I� I � e:i !:S, � I � m � �v.3 � I i \·�j I I ""·�·u 'J':J'-o"' I Jl I, 345-2335 345-9190 I 
· Chris�masCarqling 1 I · Sunday I 
� 19:15 a.m • . . .  Church School! · December 15 �� I t0:30 a.m . . . . . . . .  Worship; 
7 :00 p.m. Communion � I Search for C:nde�standing ! � I Monday 7 .00-8.00 p.m. I hrlstlan Campus H ousej � I at the Wesley Foundati�n I 2231 S. 4th St. �� "' 2202 4th Street ! � M (across from Lawson Hall) I ����!����� -�  .. !���A.� LDr. John F. Do�on .PastorJ ·-1':1i0 ( (-ir..:;1�,�.� �' · · ----------- . rn.,..1. :::o<: . '<'��-,��,..����"•i•:n:imc� 
.. � · . - . � · � .. . . . I , f,1 , ,,,1�,�\ Buy a Classified ad I -�� �--=:::__J 
50-50 chance for white Christmas 
by Maureen Foertsch rain,'' he said. 
Charleston residents who are dream- Last year the weather was cold and 
ing of a white Christmas this year may wet enough to bring large amounts of 
have . their , wish come true, local snow during the Christmas season. 
weather expert Dalias Price predicted · "Heavy snow fell a few days before 
recently. Christmas last year," Price said. 
"Chances are 50-50 that we will haye "Last year we had heavy snow on 
snow on the ground at �hristmas in ·Dec. 18 and 19 and an inch on Dec. 21 
Charleston," Price said. and 23, which left three inches on the 
"I would say that we will have a ground on Christmas day," Price said. 
white Christmas. I'd bet on it if I were Although Price is expecting an.above 
a gambling person-but I'm not," he average amount of snow in Charleston 
added. this December, he said "the snowfall 
Price said he based his prediction of shouldn't be above average in com� 
a white Christmas on his expectations parison with last year.•• 
of colder-than-average December "This year a similar pattern might be 
temperatures ·and a greater-than- seen, but the date that the snow will 
average amount of precipitation. fall is iffy-no one really knows," he 
"When the temperatures are low, said. 
the chances are greater for snow than 
Choral concert scheduled 
by Kathy Roesler "The Holly and the Ivy" and "What 
Tradition has it that angels were Child is This?" 
moved to song on the first Christmas The second portion of ·the concert 
Eve, and ever since music has added a will feature the robed Mixed Choir 
vital note of joy to the season's under the direction of John Maharg. 
celebrations. Mixed Choir numbers will include 
Eastern's choral department will "Blessing Glory Wisdom and 
celebrate the season's music when they Thanks," "With Joyful Mirth" and 
present their annual Christmas concert "Lullaby on Christmas Eve." 
at 4 and 8 p.m. Sunday in the Fine Arts Under Snyder's direction, the Con-
Center's Dvorak Concert Hall. cert Choir, donning formal dress, will 
Concert goers will find the concert complete the musical celebration of 
hall filled with poinsettias and holiday Christmas. Numbers the choir will per­
decorations as they are entertained by form include "Singet Frisch und 
the music of Eastem's three choruses: Wohlgemut" and "Walce Awake." 
the Cecilian Singers, the Mixed Choir As a special feature of the Concert 
and the Concert Choir, Robert E. Choir's performance; a string quartet 
Snyder of the music department said. . of Eastern students and guest director 
Before the concert and between the Pattie Cunningham, an Eastern 
performances of each choir, the au- graduate student, will join in the per­
dience will hear members of the Wesley formance of ''Magnificat,'' Snyder 
. United Methodist Church �II Choir said. 
under the direction of Susan Balmer. During certain portions of the con-
Director James -Brinkman and the cert, the audience will be given the 
Ceclilan Singers will begin the concert chance to join with the choirs in sing­
with a taste of the familiar. Snyder said ing traditional carols, he added. 
they will perform "A Sequence of Tickets for the concert will be $2 for 
Christmas Carols for Two Choirs," a adults and Sl for Eastern students and 
medley 
·of some of the most beloved senior citizens. They may be purchased 
traditional carols. Included in the at the Fine Arts ticket booth. 
medley will be such holiday favorites as 
---------------------------• I 
I Candelight Communion I. I Wednesday, December 15, 1982 I 
I 7:30 p.m. I 
I Wesley United Methodist Church I I Celebrate Christmas with your campus friends! I I (Sponsored by the Wesley Foundation - Open to all) I 
I I 
---------------------------
Newman Community 
Events 
Advent-Christmas Party at 
Newman Center 
December 10 6:00 p.m. 
(Caroling Party and Mass) · 
Pray Service at Newman Center 
December 16 10:00 p.m. 
-.- . 
.. 
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if/:������������. a���CICl!C!G!Cll���Mt«Nt4PC'4Mt4Nll N NOBLE FLOWER SHOP 1- Have you heard D to Z N 1 I Sports has a new -� Get caught under the mistletoe N 
tit 
this season with your 
tit Computerized Embroidery l" . favorite Santa. . . � �i FRESH MISTLETOE SPRIGS . .. .. . .I Monogram Machine? 
WITH RED VELVET RIBBON- $1.50 �� Embroidery Monogram . I HAPPY HOLIDA VS! -N Complete sports panel 1I4 inch to 3 inch tit Noble Flower Shop 345- 700 7 fit size 1 inch to 6 inches. lettering in Script � 503 Jefferson Street Charleston, IL 61920 l" Cassettes available Fancy Script I acros_s from Post Office � for special order. Block t������ ������l 1----------------ooupon·--------------i 
. I 
! . NOW OPEN!_ ! 
I Physical Fashions l 
I I .1 1509 Broadway Use Rear Entrance I ! Mattoon,IL61938 M-W-F f ! (217) 234-3141 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. ! 
c c 
� "New looks for your new body" · � 
� 10% Discount 8 1 611 Broadway Avenue (217) 234-3691 
.w/coupon 
--to Jazzercisers 
i;titititititititititititititititititititit!tititit 
! :!ltrrtt . 
Oazzertags not included) . . 
..... 
.. . •···· 
L. ______ _________ coupon ______________ ... i <ttltriatnum . �· ECORDS * TAPES * BOOKS * RECORDS * TAPES * BOOK! 
l>c . 
u. ':!> \ (],\" I ' a-t � 
I� �-'?; l'-1azuma 6:u o I fronl everyone at 
I g ":,� .&A( <i7 </ � I� Records & Tapes . � 
• • 
. I E.L. Krackers 
• 
•···· en � • w > -� I "O � 
� PRE-CHRISTMAS � ! . 
1• • en• 
i� BLOWOUT SALE � �· !� � � ·� .. �.�v �r·1·��� ��-���'.,L�:s����c$4.
99 
�. i 
� (Jourrwy� postello, s��in�fi7ld, etc.) � ! 1� * 5000LP'sf -..,rracks&G ·ss�ttes ' . @ $1.99 · o 0 io �- 1.. H :xJ •••·· ! o * 3500 LP's: >t > s ,,: "�� �" .�:i@ 99¢ ea. � 1!'. jm . t· • • !,.tf ••••• I• 
, .. 
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• / 
*Too Many In Store Specials to � ! 
mention them all. � o en •···· Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10-6 • · � ... en 6th & Buchanan m • o Q 0 ••··· . � P.S. We have gift certificates � � � (Sale runs through Saturday) en i'. 
« • • 
RECORDS * TAPES * BOOKS * RECORDS * TAPES * BOOKS Jitififi, 
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harleston planning activities for Christmas 
A Christmas tree on a light pole and a nativity scene were some of the decora­
local merchants utilized to spruce Charleston up for Christmas last year. 
s file photo) 
· 
1"'1:9 e . . For·Chri-stmas 
Hours. 
Monday - Friday 
8 a. m. - 5 p.ni. 
Your Secret Santa. 
Headquarters 
I Iii 
. g 
--
_
_ 
,;:]· 345-4600 
by Douglas llackstrom some necessities (clothing and toys)." 
Several organizations in Charleston 
are planning an array of special holi­
day events to help residents get in the 
mood of Christmas and chase away the 
sour Scrooge. 
Mark Eden, Jaycees' president, said, 
"The Jaycees will also hold a 
Christmas party for the mentally and 
physically handicapped residents of 
Ashmore State Hospital." 
The events, including downtown 
Charleston decorations and special 
Christmas services, will be sponsored 
by various organizations· from the 
Charleston area. 
Dick Stark, a member of the 
Charleston Jaycees, said, "We will be 
having· our annual underprivileged 
shopping tour. We get about 40 under� 
privileged children from the 
Charleston area and we will get them 
"We will be playing Santa Claus and 
Santa will also be in the Spurgeon's 
Department Store window. We hav<: 
also decorated the downtown 
Charleston area," Stark added. 
Beta Sigma Phi fraternity memben 
will be carolling for various senior 
citizens' homes in the area and for 
senior citizens in the fraternity's 
neighborhood, a fraternity member 
said. · 
17hr1·s· -irmas d��1�J;! \!!).a.e. � ...... , L�i�� Flowers · - - � 
We have many different 
fl owe rs for Christmas 
including 
PoiJ!tsettas 
& 
F'res:Q a-:Qristrrtas 
fl rraJ!gerrte11ts 
Coff�y's Fl�wer Shop 
"'345-3919 
1 335 Monroe St 
SYCAMORE 
· V-neck Sweaters $9.90 
Shetland Sweaters $12.90 
Dress Pants $19.90 
Men's Sycamore 
Junction 
Shetland Sweaters $14.90 
Levi's $16.90 
Charleston Plaza 
(Lincoln Ave. & 
University Drive) 
... � t! ... le��.,. • ·�,..; . .t..:. ... ' � t! t:tl::;.. �- � '" ' � l!.' ... • • . ... 9J.t�· / a•. ,ta . .. .. _,� • • .. tJ.t_� ·�•·· -fJ.t • • .. ,J.1�· 
Happy Holidays 
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:!ltrry Q!IJriatnms· 
: from 
Caesar's 
corner of 4th & Lincoln 
345-2844. 
· . .. s·r· . s Ex•rcis• and I IU Fitn•ss · · . . Facility 
··-
0 
-
-
·Gift 
Certificates 
-Sign up for Spring '83 . 
for ONLY $45and still 
workout the rest of Fall '82 
''FREE'� 
-MONTHLY RATES AVAILABLE-
Open: Mon.-Thurs. 6:30 a.m.-8 p.m. 
Fri. 6:30 a.m.-6 p.m. Sat. 8 a.m.-1 p.m. 
Sun. 1 p.m.-5 p.m. 
718 JACKSON• 345-5687 
- . . ··- •···· 
� .•.•.•.•...•.•.•.•.•.•.....• , ........ ..................... .. . � i-.1 1 1 i i¥i t i i i i ivi•i t i i i t i i¥i i i i t i i iQ":· 
. o/111�/muuJUh ' gr��«u.I 
�wyell and CRttchie 
gQolliBf!! 
,: "· 
. . 
.Order Poinsettas Early! 
r Available.NOW . 
·'····! 
819 W. Lincoln 
from everyone at 
· Mike's Place . 
� 
Come out for our Christmas drink . 
specials and low package -prices 
X- MAS 
TJlEE S 
U-PI C.K 
t t Thursda , December 2 ,  1 982· : · ·  
Probably the most-used symbol of 
the Christmas season is the Christmas 
tree. But for all the publicity given to 
them, many people seem to have 
forgotten what Christmas trees really 
are-and by this I mean real trees, not 
paper, plastic or aluminum facsimiles. 
The Christmas tree is traditionally a 
symbol of everlasting life, since 
evergreens are one of the few varieties 
of tre�s (besides the confused oak tree 
in my parents' front yard) that keep 
their leaves in the cold winter months. 
Therefore, bringing a green tree in­
side in December also brings a little life 
Personal Ille: 
Linda Fraembs 
"This one? " 
"No, that one! "  
B y  this time, of course, you're total-­
ly disoriented and have to start all over 
again. 
But nothing makes. a house smell 
better than bringing pine indoors. Why 
Chrl$tmu Gulde t 5 
- do you think companies that manuf ac­
ture cleaning liquids scent them all that 
way? The wonderful smell even makes 
it easy to forgive the tree for spitting 
that sticky sap all over you. 
Christmas is a tree decorated with 
the unmatched ornaments your family 
has been using as long as you can 
remember, and you can always hide the 
crooked clay basket you made when 
you were 4 years old and the pipe­
cleaner snowmen's heads on the inner­
most branches. 
Christmas is a real tree. 
. indoors and serves as a symbol of hope 
for a better tomorrow-all those good 
things the Christmas spirit is supposed 
to stand for. 
Precautions necessary with trees 
In addition to upholding an age-old 
practice, having a real Christmas tree 
has other benefits. 
Going to pick out the perfect tree is a 
heart-warming experience everyone 
should have the chance to share with 
his family. Especially when your fami­
ly consists of five opinionated people, 
all with different · ideas on what 
"perfect" is . 
If you're a dyed-in-the-wool 
Christmas-tree traditionalist, the best 
part about picking your tree is driving 
·out to a farm where you can cut your 
own from a forest of pines. The end 
result of this is always the same: 
"Which one do we want?" 
"Well, it's between this one and the 
one we saw when we first came in." . 
"You mean that one? I thought it 
was that one over there. '' 
"No, I'm sure it was that one." 
by Mary Hendricks 
Although the Christmas tree is one 
of the most significant symbols of the 
Christmas season, it can be a potential 
fire hazard. 
Whether a real or an artificial tree is 
purchased, certain fire precautions. 
should be taken to ensure · a safe 
Christmas this year. 
Les Hickenbottom, assistant fire 
chief at the Charleston Fire Depart­
ment, said a main concern is to make 
certain that a real tree is freshly cut. 
He added that since the tree is 
bought fresh it needs to be kept that 
way. The fire department recommends 
daily watering and flame treatment. 
Charleston Fire Protection Sales and 
Services, 741 6th St. ; sells " Flame 
Stop," a fire-proof treatment to be ad­
ded to the tree's water, for $ 1 . 50 per 
pound. 
Hickenbottom also suggested_ that 
the tree, artificial or real, be positioned 
away from heaters and stoves. 
He added all Christmas tree lights 
should be approved by the Under­
writers Laboratory (UL) and all con­
nections should be checked to see that 
they are tight and circuits are not 
overloaded. 
"It's best not to use extension cords, 
but if you have to use one make sure 
that it fits the electrical charge," 
Hickenbottom said. 
Live trees are not permitted in any of 
Eastern's residence halls because of the 
potential fire hazard, housing 
representative Ken'Henkins said. 
However, artificial trees are permit­
ted as long as . they have proper 
lighting, he added. 
"The only place live trees are allow­
ed is in the main lobbies. Each tree (in 
the lobbies) is (flame) treated by the 
physical plant," Henkins said. 
Holiday 
Specials 
- Hairsha p i ng - Now $6.00 
Pe.rms - Now $2.00 Off 
G u y ' s  ha i rs ha p i n g  
CELEBRATE THE 
HOLIDAY SEASON 
WITH A NEW 
STYLE BY 
& blowdry - Now $9.00 
Ga l ' s  ha i rs ha ping 
TH E. GOLDl;N COMB 
· 1 205 T hird St. 
& blowd ry - Now $1 0.50 
Ca l l  · 
345-7530 
Specials A vailab le 
9: 0 0  a. m. - 1 1 : 3 0  a. m. 
1 212 - 1 219 on ly 
(2 blocks north of Lincoln)  
Stylist 
·- Debbie Jones · 
1 6  Christmas Gulde Thursday .. De.cember 2 ,  1 982 
Distance· prevents several 
students frotn going hotne 
b:y Carl Pugliese has tried calling his parents on 
Although the song says " It's a small Christmas. day in the past . 
world after all," the fac t is that it's not Andreas Esser, a graduate student 
�uch a small world. Foreign students from Germany, said he will be able to 
attending Eastern know this is true return home at Christmas for three 
b·:-cause some won't be able to go home weeks . 
tu·  the holidays . Esser said in Germany, citizens 
Junior Latifah Daud said she will celebrate Christmas on Dec . 25 and 
not go as far as. her home country of 26. 
Mala.vsfr• for Christmas, bu t will in- On Dec . 25 , Esser said his family 
ste&d vis it  friends in Florida. celebrates with a big dinner, usually 
Daud added that even though she en- eating goose, and then exchanges gifts . 
. : oy ·; giYi ng Christmas gifts , she won't On Dec . 26, he said, everyone visits 
.11 iss not celebrating Christmas because friends. No one \\{Orks on either one of 
; t i s not par• of her Muslim religion. the days. 
Elena Pdguio, a graduate student Esser said the Christmas season in 
rom the Phillipines, said · she will be Germany begins with the lighting of 
�aying in Charles ton for the holidays, . the advent candles on the fourth Sun-
1ut  "wlli ring up my folks and wish day before the traditional Christmas 
. hem a Merry Christmas . "  day . 
Paguio said although she misses her He said on Dec. 6, "Saint Nikolas" 
;·amily and she will miss not being with appears to put presents in the 
c hem at Christmas, she is not unhappy children's boots and socks. 
with being away from them and is still Esser said the commercialism of 
� �xcited about being on her own for the Christmas that everyone complains 
first time. about in America exists in Germany as 
"I know I'm going to miss them," well . Companies begin advertising and · 
she said, "but there Is excitement in be- capitalizing on Christmas in 
ing a�·ay on my own." November . 
She said there are no winters in the Graham Whitehead, a sophomore 
Phillipines so she is eagerly awaiting from England, said he thinks 
the Midwest's snowy winters. Christmas is commercialized more in 
Junior Dermot Kelly, who is from his native country than it is in America. 
Ireland, said he will venture as far as a Whitehead said he has not seen 
northern Chicago suburb to stay with a many Christmas advertisements while 
friend over the holidays. living here but added, "If I was in 
Kelly added he will call his parents a England, they would have started 
week before Christmas because he has . (advertising) back in October . " 
not been able to get through when he 
-- - ·-· � -=-.,_. ----- - - - -------- - -- -�-
A KERO-SUN® PORTABLE HEATER IS 
THE ECONOMICAL GIFT THAT SPREADS 
WARM FEELINGS ALL YEAR LONG. 
Give the warm, money-saving gift 
that your family and friends can use 
wherever they go-a Kero-sun"' 
portable heater. There are 10 models 
and sizes to choose from. All 99.9% 
fuel-efficient All cost just pennies 
per hour to operate. They· re 
smokeless and odorless in 
operation. Easy to operate. Safetv­
tested and listed by Underwriters 
Laboratories. 
A Kero-sun® portable kerosene 
heater can be used in the living 
room, kitchen, basement, vacation 
home, work place, add-on roo� 
and many more applications. 
People remember you all year long 
when you give a warm, money­
saving gift see the full line of 
Kero-sun"' portable heaters today. 
KERO-SU� HEATERS GIVE A LOT OF 
WARMTH FOR THE MONEY. 
KEAN Ho.rrison' s Schwinn Cyclery 
� 303 Lincoln Ave 345-4223 
. W E  BRING COM FORT TO I N N E R  SPACE 
Hours: Monday · Saturday 9:00 a.m. • 5:00 p.m. 
. COLUMBIAN SAVINGS 
and Loan Association 
When you stack them all up , you come 
ou t on top only with COLUMBIAN 
SAVINGS. Only with us are there : 
* NO minim u m  deposit req u ire m e n ts !  
* NO service charges ! 
* "24 hou r Investment  Service ! " · 
* Highest  Insured R a te Available ! 
24 Hour Investment 
Service . 
•Money Market Quotes 
•CHECKMATE® 
•Investment questions? 
"· 
C hristm as C lu b  Accou nts 
6.27% Effective A n n u al Yield 
And A Free Gift !  
6 o/o Sim ple 
� WE'RE ALWAYS w1TH YOU ! "  
� 
Dally Eastern News Thursday, December 2� f982 
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W»n �&r!!J ot;­
Btthhtr <ttlntlJitrs 
- 20 % off 
Any Item at Regular Price 
with· th i$ coupon 
Downtown - South Side of Square 
I ORBIT OIFT IDBI 
WHi\T'S COOKIN' 
Giff CERTif!Ci\ TES! !  
111 a11y 8ll1ou11t 
• • •  $5oo or More 
Cfreat so111eo11e you care about tc a 
"l10111e.-cooked" meal !  
(Breakfast, Luqcq Or  iliqqer) 
��*:.., 
iloq't forget Cf o Briqg H�me i\ Loaf Of 
Strawberry Bread 
for tqe Holidays 
(order 24 qours abead) 
Call: 345�7427 250 Liqcolq 
2 Blocks West of Ca111pus 
- from the Merry Christmas! News staff 
' 
Trust your love to 
the exceptional 
quality of a· 
Keepsake diamond , 
engagement ring, as 
generations of 
couples have before 
you. All Keepsake 
diamonds are 
permanently 
registered, with a 
lifetime guarantee 
for clarity, color and 
precise modem cut. 
See our collection 
soon. 
Keepsake® 
There is no finer name in 
diamond rings. Rings from 8200 to SlO, 
CClJagcl!'.g J<3we£!efig--� 
VISA' ;. On the Square 348-8340 
• 
_ Surprise your par�nts 
_____ ......,;;,_:_with a gift from 
�--Valae. Hardware Store. · · 
HARDWARE STORES ' 
Wilb Walker ' s Shopping Cntr. 
Hours 7:30 a.m . -9 p.m . Mon. -Fri. 
9 a . m .  -6 p.m . S un .  
t 8 ChrJstmas Gulde .. Thursday, De�emb�r2 , 1 982 
Food reflects holiday spirit * * azzerc1se by Sheila Billerbeck When thinking of Christmas, images come to mind of snow-covered ground 
or a green pine tree with flashing or­
naments and a bountiful amount of 
presents underneath.  But perhaps the 
best part of Christmas is all the goodies 
Mom and Grandma have baking in the 
oven. 
People associate good food with 
good times . Who can imagine 
Christmas without those cookies 
shaped like snowmen and Christmas 
trees? Or the feast of food that Mom 
·1as labored over, including hams, 
. urkeys and pies? 
A home economics class at Eastern 
:an give �:t.udents a chance to cook 
. hose same kinds of meals . The course, 
· Demonstration Techniques,'· offers 
, wo sec:tions with a total of approx­
.mately 44 students involved, Edith 
Hedges , instructor for one of the 
::lasses, said . 
''Demonstration Techniques is simp­
ly a class where students learn to do 
demonstrations, "  Hedges said. "It 
builds up your self-confidence. "  
She added the students do a variety 
of things with the food, with creativity 
and originality being the key concepts 
of this class . 
. " I  had one student who 
demonstrated Christmas canned bread. 
She baked the bread in the can and 
then decorated the outside of the can to 
give as a gift , "  Hedges explained. 
The students get an opportunity to 
demonstrate their projects in class, on 
television and in public. Food is not the 
only area covered in this class. There 
are also crafts, sewing and kitchen 
demonstration. 
Hedges offered the following 
Christmas recipes, proven successfuf in 
her class, to make the season joyful 
and delicious: 
Kate's Snow Mountain 
I package devil's food cake mix 
8 ounces frozen whippecf topping, thawed 
14 candy kisses 
Mix and bake in 24-cupcake pan as 
directed on package. Cool . Place cakes 
upside down and slice each into two or 
three layers. Spread whipped topping 
between layers, about Yi inch thick . 
Top mountains with last of whipped 
topping. Add the candy kiss on top .  
Creamy �ggnog 
6 eggs . �eparated 
' ·2 cup sugar , divided 
l ( 1 . 5 ounce) envelope whipped topping mix 
4 cup plus 2 tablespoons bourbon 
Grou nd nutmeg 
Beat egg whites until foamy. 
·'Jradually add \14 cup sugar ,  beating 
; .mtil sti ff peaks form; set aside. 
Prepare whipped toppi ng mix accor- · 
hng to package; set aside . 
iea t egg yolk s  until thick and lemon­
' olored . Gradually add remaining 
. .  !gar and bourbon , beating wel l .  
F old yolk-bourbon mixture and 
Dream Nut Fudge 
1 3-ounce package cream cheese 
2 cups sifted confectioner's  sugar 
2 squares melted unsweetened chocolate 
Y:i teaspoon vanilla extract 
Yl cup chopped walnuts 
Beat cream cheese until soft and -
smooth. Slowly blend in sugar, extract, 
nuts and chocolate. Press in greased 9-
by-S-by-3 inch loaf pan. Refrigerate 
until firm; cut into squar-es. 
Mom's Christmas Tree 
1 package chocolate cake mix 
�'z gallon mint or mint chip ice cream 
12-ounce jar chocolate sauce 
Mix and bake cake as .directed on 
package in 10-inch tube or fluted pan. 
Cool. Using scooper, scoop out ice 
cream balls and put in freezer. Remove 
cake from pan and put on serving dish 
and cover top with scoops of ice cream, 
building up layer after layer to make a 
Christmas tree. Dribble chocolate 
sauce all over. Freeze until ready to 
serve. 
Jazzercise put a smile 
on your face and a 
your .step 
month session 
(Classes for males & females) 
· · 914 1 7th St Charleston Next to Rotary Pool · 
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GIVE THE BEAUTY 
OF A COUNTRY CHRISTMAS 
Unique gift ideas can make your Christmas more beautiful , your gifts more appreciated 
because they are custom-selected. We have something for everyone . 
· · r epured whipped topping into egg ' 
whites . Spoon eggnog into individual 
'erving glasses and sprinkle with 
mtmeg . Makes approximately two 
c1uarts . 
Hot Ham and Cheese Balls 
2 c ups of ground cooked ham 
2 ;:ups fine toasted bread crµmbs 
I cup grated Parmesan cheese 
I minced onion 
4 tablespoons chopped parsley 
Combine ham with 1 Y2 cups of 
bread crumbs,  the cheese, eggs,  onions 
and parsley . Roll into small balls and 
coat evenly with remaining bread­
crumbs. 
Heat fat in deep fryer at 360 degrees 
and fry cheese balls until crisp . Serve 
on toothpicks and dunk in favorite 
sauces : hot mustard , horseradish, sour 
cream or chili sauce . 
Christmas Is Special at 
meRLE OORffiAn® 
The Place for the Custom Face® 
207 Lincoln 
C �arleston , I l l inois 
345-5062 
Thursda , December 2 ,  1 982 · Chrls•as Gu�e 1 9  
' . . 
·' 
' 
- across from Old Main 
667 Lincoln 
RBmemlB us fat a Study break 
IJelcious Pita Bn-1 s../widlllS 
ffam ffam nl O- -
-Rcmt Beef � 
·Beef llHI aieese 
i:on1 Beef 
:T� �­
Open Mon.-Tiu. 10-1::11 
fri-Sat. 10-2 
Sm. 10-10 
.. ---
Short Stop wishes everyone good_ luck on filals 11111 have a 
sale 11111 happy anstmas. 
Jlappu 11ln1Waus 
fleer 1Jlnuers 
from 
. B E E R  
Schmitt Distributing • Lawrenceville 
· Apple Pectin . .Shampoo 
Liter Size 
Reg . $1 0.00 
Now $8.50 
Apple Pect in  
Conditioner 
l 6 oz. 
. Reg . $4.25 
Now $3.65 
Apple  Pect i n  
Hair Spray 
Reg . $3 .00 
Now $2.50 
Apple Pect in  
T exturizing Lotion 
Reg . $3.75 
Now $3.25 
Adds Body 
for Hot Rol ler Use 
Valeri.e 's  
Hair Affair 
presents 
"Stocking 
Stuffer 
. Coupon 
Specials" 
Apple Pectin Shampoo 
Y2 Liter 
. Reg . $5.85 
Now $5.00 
Apple Pectin  
Creme Conditioner 
4 oz. Tube 
Reg . $4.500 . 
Now $3.90 
- Apple Pect in  
Non-Aerosol Spray 
Reg . $4.50 
Now $3.90 
Apple Pect in  
Sculpture Lotion 
Reg . $3 .00 
Now $2.50 
Adds Body 
for B low Oryi ng 
Across from the Wilb W a Iker 
Shopping Center 
6 Stylists 
Sale ends · 
Friday , December 31 
, ,  ·. ·10 Christmas Gulde ·. : . . . . . 
Your Secret Santa · 
Headquarters 
For price conscientious 
St 
. (f;u . if mnnh th 
j . Our Grand lopening Continues 
Many ew nes 
To Choose From 
Includes Boxed 
Christmas Cards 
$199 Bag 
Reg. $2.59 1 00 servings ' 
. .  
STUF-EED 
s 
25% 0FF 
B'i:TER i 
�1 
; Many Other Items 
I Up to 50. FF 
REGGIES 
Jn tltt 
Jtniutr.attu 
l!Jillagt ' 
�c! "" 
Thursday C?ecember 2 ,  1 982 I • I 
Got those late NIGHT H·uN·GRIESl 
Th'e answer is 
YOGY ' S  HOAGIES 
at 9th & Li ncoln 
We offer FRESH ORI MEATS & CHEESES ON FRENCH LOAF BREAD 
fixed in 17 different ways . 
also try ou r macaroni salad-potato salad-cole slaw 
. Cal l ahead for PICK UP OR DELIVERY 345-4150 
OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 11 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
SUNDAY 12 noon-10 p.m. 
Bring in th is ad and receive 25� off on any del i sandwich 
YOGY'S HOAGIES would l ike to wish al l students 
GOO D  LUCK ON THEIR EXAM5 
' 
Al l  of Us at MOTHER ' S  
wou ld l ike to wish a l l  
of you a Merry Christmas 
a nd �appy New Year  
B u y  a Drink at Regu lar 
Price and have One On Us 
with th is  coupon . Offer 
Good Mon . �Wed . 
Expires 1 I 1 /83 
MOTHER ' S  
A Very 
· Merry Christmas 
from 
The Daily . 
Eastern News 
Staff 
